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The standard theory of cosmological structure formation tells us that rich
galaxy clusters form via mergers and absorptions of smaller galaxy clusters
and groups. Cluster major mergers are the most energetic phenomena in the
universe. Merging clusters are the largest particle accelerators in the universe,
which are characterized by the huge associated energy, long lifetime, and large
dynamical time scale. Mergers have great impacts on cluster evolution. In-
deed, numerical simulations show that mergers cause shocks and turbulence
in the intracluster medium (ICM). While a large part of kinetic energy is
converted into thermal ICM during cluster mergers, some part of it will be
converted into a non-thermal form such as magnetic field and cosmic-rays. In
fact, some merging clusters have diffuse non-thermal radio sources, which is
direct evidence of the existence of the cosmic-ray electrons whose energy is
∼ GeV and the magnetic fields of ∼ µG in the ICM. Radio relics are usually
in cluster outwards and show an arc like shape. Because of their locations
and morphology, it is believed that radio relics should have a close connec-
tion with shock fronts caused by cluster mergers. Recently, temperature and
density jumps have been found in the ICM across the relic in some clusters.
Mach numbers of shocks can be estimated from radio and X-ray observations
independently. We research on particle acceleration processes in radio relics
by comparing the Mach numbers from both the radio and X-ray observations.
Large sample size is necessary to draw definite conclusions. Therefore, in or-
der to increase the sample, we observed the fields around the relics in the
galaxy clusters 1RXS J0603.3+4214 (Toothbrush) and RXC J1053.7+5453
(RXJ1053) with Suzaku.
The galaxy clusters 1RXS J0603.3+4214 and RXC J1053.7+5453 have
radio relics. In the galaxy clusters 1RXS J0603.3+4214, the north relic is
well known for a peculiar linear shape and nicknamed by “Toothbrush”. We
obtained Mach numbers of MX,Tooth ∼ 1.5 and MX,1053 ∼ 1.4 at the outer
edge of Toothbrush and RXJ1053 relic, respectively, from Suzaku data. Radio
observations indicate the radio spectral index is α = 0.6 ∼ 0.7 at the outer
edge of Toothbrush relic. This means the Mach number is Mradio,Tooth ∼ 4,
on the assumption that these electrons are generated following the simplest
i
diffusive shock acceleration (DSA) theory. Our result is significantly lower
than the estimated mach number from the radio data. This suggests that
the DSA theory is invalid for Toothbrush relic. Moreover, we derived a lower
limit of the magnetic field strength by comparing of the upper limit to the
inverse Compton X-ray with radio flux for Toothbrush and RXJ1053 relic.
In this thesis, based on these results, we discuss physical states and particle
acceleration processes of relics, and merging processes in the galaxy clusters
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1.1 Clusters of Galaxies
The standard theory of cosmological structure formation tells us that rich
galaxy clusters form through mergers and absorption of smaller galaxy clus-
ters and groups. Galaxy clusters consist of the galaxies, thermal hot gas
(kT ∼ keV) and dark matter. This thermal plasma is commonly referred to
as intracluster medium (ICM). The typical size and mass of galaxy clusters
are ∼ Mpc and 1014−15M⊙, respectively. Cluster major mergers are the most














where M and v are the mass and velocity of the galaxy cluster, respectively.
In some clusters, edge-like structures are found in X-ray images observed by
Chandra and XMM-Newton. Such features are believed to be a shock or cold
front. Density, temperature, and pressure profiles show a discontinuity across
a shock front. Similarly, across a cold front, the density and temperature are
discontinuous, but the pressure is continuous. It is believed that these are
evidence of a cluster merger. Indeed, numerical simulations show that shock
and contact discontinuities appear in the ICM during cluster major mergers
[79, 98, 4, 100]. The features of a contact discontinuity agree with those of
cold fronts. While a large part of the dissipated energy in the shocks and
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turbulence is transformed into the thermal ICM, some will be converted into
a non-thermal form such as cosmic-rays and magnetic fields [65, 99, 119, 27].
1.1.1 Observations
Galaxy clusters are observed in the X-ray, optical, and radio. From X-ray
observations, we can observe an X-ray emission from ICM which fill in clusters,
and measure the physical quantities of the thermal ICM [24, 111, 94]. ICM
is the dominant component of baryons in clusters of galaxies. From optical
observations, we can observe member galaxies in galaxy clusters, and measure
the velocity distribution, virial radius and redshift. Additionally, we can derive
a mass distribution, most of which is composed of the dark matter, using a
weak gravitational lensing effect [88, 66, 69, 70]. From radio observations, we
can observe a diffuse non-thermal radio emission from relativistic electrons
[37, 33, 104, 107]. In addition, using Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effect [95], we
can measure the physical quantities of the thermal ICM [76, 77]. Figure 1.1
shows Coma cluster images in various wavelength bands.
1.2 Diffuse Non-thermal Radio Sources
Some clusters host diffuse non-thermal radio sources [33, 21]. The radio emis-
sion is owing to synchrotron radiation by the interaction of relativistic elec-
trons whose energy is ∼ GeV, and magnetic field of ∼ µG in the ICM. They
are classified into three categories by their size, morphology and location.
Radio halos have morphology similar to the ICM X-ray emission and are lo-
cated in the central part of the cluster[32, 37, 105, 84]. They are typically
extended with sizes of ≥ 1 Mpc in the merging cluster (top left panel in figure
1.2). Mini halos are also located in the cluster center, but their typical size
is much smaller (∼ 0.5 Mpc) than halos [33, 39] (top right panel in figure
1.2). Radio relics are usually in cluster outskirts and show an arc-like shape
[80, 13, 104, 107] (bottom panel in figure 1.2). It is believed that radio relics
should have a close connection with shock fronts caused by cluster mergers
because of their morphology and location. The high-energy electrons in syn-
chrotron emission regions such as radio halos and relics, emit non-thermal
2
Figure 1.1: Images of the Coma cluster.
Top left:The optical image (colors) with X-ray contours (XMM-Newton)
[31]. Top right: The X-ray image (ROSAT) with weak-lensing mass
contours (Subaru) [68]. Bottom left: The X-ray image (ROSAT) with
radio contours [58]. Bottom right: The Coma cluster as seen by Planck
through the SZ effect (colors) and ROSAT in X-ray (contours) (image
credits: ESA / LFI and HFI Consortia).
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X-rays via the inverse Compton scattering of cosmic microwave background
(CMB) photons [15]. In the non-thermal radio emission region, we are able to
derive the magnetic field strength by comparing synchrotron radio and non-
thermal X-ray flux. Even if only the upper limit of the inverse Compton flux
is obtained, we can estimate the lower limit of the magnetic field strength.
Although a lot of efforts have been made to search for such non-thermal X-
rays from cluster radio halos and relics [3, 61, 93, 9], no firm detections have
been reported.
1.3 Particle Acceleration Theory
1.3.1 Shock waves
Shock waves are discontinuities of the physical quantities, which are caused
by the supersonic velocity medium. Perturbations in a gas are propagated
away from their source at the sound speed in the medium. If a disturbance is
propagated at a velocity greater than the sound speed, it cannot behave like
a sound wave. Therefore, the physical quantities (etc. temperature, velocity,
and gas density) show a discontinuity between the upstream and downstream
of the shock. The region of progressing direction having no prior knowledge
of shock imminent arrival. Such shocks are found from X-ray observations in
the galaxy cluster (Bullet cluster; [56]). Here, this subsection was referred to
the textbook Longair (1994) [54].
We assume that plasma vertically flows toward a shock. In the upstream
of the shock wave, the pressure, density and temperature of the plasma are
p1, ρ1 and T1, respectively, and the sound speed is cs =
√
γP/ρ. Similarly,
in the downstream of the shock wave, the pressure, density, and temperature
are p2, ρ2, and T2, respectively, and the gas moves supersonically at speed
u > cs. For convenience, we assume a reference frame where the shock wave
is stationary. In this frame, the gas flows towards the shock at velocity of V1,
where V1 = u, and the gas velocity becomes V2 when it passes through the
shock (figure 1.3). The flux of mass, momentum, and energy are conserved at
4
Figure 1.2: Diffuse non-thermal radio sources in clusters of galaxies.
Top left: A2163 X-ray image (Chandra; 0.8-6.5 keV) with radio contours
at 1.4 GHz [37]. We can see the radio halo around the cluster center.
Top right: A1068 X-ray image (Chandra; 0.5-4 keV) with radio contours
at 1.4 GHz [38]. There is a mini-halo in the cluster center. Bottom:
CIZA2242 X-ray image (Chandra; 0.5-7 keV) with radio contour at 1.4
GHz [64]. There are radio relics at the north and south side of cluster.
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the upstream and downstream of the shock wave as follows:






















where γ is the specific heat ratio. Here, we consider the Mach number (M) of
the shock wave which is defined to be M = V/cs. Thus, the Mach numbers













From these equations, the relations between the densities or pressures and
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In this case, therefore, the pressure and temperature ratios can become arbi-
trarily large, but the density ratio attains a maximum value of (γ+1)/(γ−1).
For example, ideal monatomic gas has γ = 5/3, thus, ρ2/ρ1 = 4 in the very
strong shocks.
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Figure 1.3: The flow of gas through the shock front in the frame of
reference where the shock front is stationary.
1.3.2 Fermi acceleration
In this subsection, we describe a first-order Fermi acceleration. First, we
consider the particle which crosses from the upstream to downstream side of
the shock. Assuming the gas on the downstream side approaches the particle
at a velocity of V , and performing a Lorentz transformation, we obtain the
relation of the particle’s energy as follow;
E′ = γV (E + pxV ), (1.13)
where p is momentum of the particle and the x-axis is take to be a perpendic-
ular to the shock. Here, the shock is assumed to be non-relativistic, V ≪ c,
γV = (1 − V 2/c2) ∼ 1, however, the particles are relativistic, which have the
energy E = pc and momentum px = (E/c) cos θ. Thus,







where θ is the angle between the x-axis and the progress direction of the
particle (figure 1.4). The number of particles within the angles θ ∼ θ + dθ
is proportional to sin θdθ, and the probability that the rate at which they
7
approach the shock front is proportional to their velocities of x-axis com-
ponent, c cos θ. Therefore, the probability that the particle cross the shock
is proportional to sin θ cos θdθ. The probability distribution of the particles
approaching the shock is
P (θ) = 2sinθcosθdθ, (1.16)
where the range of θ is 0 ∼ π/2. Therefore, the average energy that the
















The velocity vector of the particle is randomized without energy loss from
scattering in the downstream region and it can crosses the shock again. Thus,











In order to derive the energy spectrum of the accelerated particles, we
must consider the escape probability in one round trip. To calculate the
escape probability, we use the argument due to Bell (1978a) [16]. We define
the average energy of the particle after one round trip across the shock as
E = βE0 and the probability that the particle within the accelerating region
as P . Here, from equation (1.18) β = E/E0 = 1+4V/3c. After k round trips,
the number of particles with E = E0β
k is N = N0P
k. In case of an isotropic
distribution, the number of particles crossing the shock front per unit time is
given nc/4, where n is the number density of particles. Because the particles
in downstream are away at the velocity V2 from shock front, it can be seen
that particles are removed from the shock region at a rate nV2. Therefore, the
fraction of the particles lost is 4V2/c. The probability of crossing the shock



































Therefore, we obtain the differential energy spectrum of the particles as fol-
lows:
N(E)dE ∝ E−[1+3V2/(V1−V2)]dE. (1.23)
In other word, particles have a power-law energy spectrum and the index of
spectrum p is





C − 1 , (1.24)
where C is a shock compression. For more detailed treatments, please see the
original papers and earlier reviews [16, 17, 28, 54].
1.4 Radiative Processes
In this section, we describe radiative processes of the thermal bremsstrahlung,
synchrotron radiation, inverse Compton scattering. For more information,
please see Rybicki and Lightman (1979) [81].
1.4.1 Thermal bremsstrahlung emission
In a cluster of galaxies, the ICM is optically thin with the temperatures
about 108 K. Therefore, the ICM is emitting thermal X-ray through ther-
mal bremsstrahlung of electrons [83]. Because the ICM is spreads over the
entire cluster, it can provide good information regarding the physical prop-
erties of the cluster. We describe a thermal bremsstrahlung emission in this
subsection.
Radiation due to the acceleration of a charged particle in the Coulomb
field of another one is called “bremsstrahlung”. When the thermal electron
9
Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram of the diffusive shock acceleration.
The particle which have the much faster velocity than the shock is ac-
celerated by scattering around the shock.The x-axis is the direction per-
pendicular to the shock and θ is the angle between the x-axis and the
progress direction of the particle.
goes through near the ion, the orbit of electron is curved. In this case, the
electron emit a X-ray. Assuming an isotropic velocity distribution of electrons,
the probability dP that a electron has a speed between v and dv is




where kT , m, and v are the temperature, mass, and velocity of the electron,
respectively. Now we would like to integrate thermal bremsstrahlung emission










2gff (v, ω), (1.26)
where ne and ni are the number density of electron and ion, respectively. Z
is the charge of an ion and gff is the Gaunt factor which is a certain function
of the energy of the electron and of the frequency of the emission. Therefore,



























because otherwise a photon of energy hν could not be created. Therefore,












−hν/kT ḡff , (1.29)












where ḡff2(T ) is a frequency average of the velocity averaged Gaunt factor.
The X-ray emissivity by the thermal bremsstrahlung is dependent on the
temperature and density of the electron and ion as follows:
dW
dV dt
∼ neniT 1/2. (1.31)
Therefore, if we have known the volume of X-ray source and obtained the
temperature and X-ray radiation intensity from observations, we derive the
density of electron and ion of the ICM. We also see that bremsstrahlung has
a rather flat spectrum in a logarithmic scales plot up to its cutoff at about
hν ∼ kT (figure 1.5).
1.4.2 Synchrotron radiation
Some clusters host diffuse non-thermal radio sources. In these galaxy clusters,
there are a relativistic high energy (∼ GeV) electrons. These high energy
11
Figure 1.5: Schematic diagram of the thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum.
We also see that bremsstrahlung has a rather flat spectrum in a loga-
rithmic scales plot up to its cutoff at about hν ∼ kT .
electrons emit the radio by synchrotron radiation. In this subsection, we
describe a synchrotron radiation.
Radiation from the relativistic high energy electrons gyrating in a mag-
netic field is called “synchrotron radiation”. The radiated power (Psync) of













where B, γ, and σT are the magnetic field strength, the Lorentz factor of the
electron, and Thomson cross section, respectively, UB = B
2/8π is the energy
density of the magnetic field, and β ≡ v/c with the velocity of electron v.
From equation (1.32), we see that the radiated power (Psync) of synchrotron
radiation is dependent on the magnetic field strength.
The energy distribution of the high energy electrons which are accelerated
by Fermi acceleration (see subsection 1.3.2), can be approximated as follows:
N(E)dE = CE−pdE or N(γ)dγ = Cγ−pdγ, (1.33)
where C is normalization factor. The spectrum of synchrotron radiation by
electrons with such a energy distribution shows a similar form of power-law
12
as follows:
Sν ∝ ν−αν . (1.34)





Therefore, the radiation spectrum is flatter than the energy distribution of
the electron.
1.4.3 Inverse Compton scattering
The high-energy electrons in synchrotron emission regions such as radio halos
and relics, emit non-thermal X-rays via the inverse Compton scattering of
cosmic microwave background (CMB) photons [15]. Although a lot of efforts
have been made to search for such non-thermal X-rays from cluster radio halos
and relics [3, 61, 93, 9], no firm detections are reported. In this section, we
describe a process of inverse Compton scattering.
When the electron is at rest, net energy may be transferred from photon
to the electron. This process is called the “Compton scattering”. On the
other hand, when the moving electron has sufficient kinetic energy compared
to the photon, net energy may be transferred from the electron to the photon.
Such a scattering process is called “inverse Compton scattering”. Assuming
the photons have isotropic distribution, the radiated power via the inverse







where Uph is the energy density of the photon.
When the high energy electrons have the energy distribution same as equa-
tion (1.33), the energy spectrum of the inverse Compton is
Ptot(ǫ) ∝ ǫ−s. (1.37)





same as in the case of synchrotron emission (§1.4.2).
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1.5 Motivation
Because of morphology and location of radio relics, it is believed that they
should have a close connection with shock fronts caused by cluster mergers.
The shocks are expected to be located at the outer edge of the relics. Recently,
in fact, temperature and density jumps are found across the relic outer edge
(figure 1.6) in some clusters by X-ray observations [35, 5, 7, 63, 9, 48]. This
is direct evidence of the association of relics with shocks. Mach numbers of
shocks related to the relics can be estimated from radio and X-ray observations
independently. From radio observations, we can obtain the radio spectral
index (αν in equation (1.34)) at the relic outer edges. Assuming a simple
diffusive shock acceleration (DSA) theory [28, 18], which is a first-order Fermi
acceleration (§1.3.2) in the presence of shock waves, the obtained spectral







where αinj is the injection index which is flatter by 0.5 compared to the inte-
grated spectral index αν [73, 59]. On the other hand, from X-ray observations,
we can obtain the temperature and density distribution around relics. We can
estimate the Mach number with Rankine-Hugoniot conditions (equation (1.9)
and (1.7)) from the temperature and density jump at shock front [53, 89].
If the simple DSA model is valid, both methods have to give us consistent
results. Thus, comparison of high quality X-ray data with excellent radio
spectra is useful to get insights into the particle acceleration processes. Aka-
matsu and Kawahara (2013) [6] performed the first systematic study on this
issue, although the number of sample was not enough. Figure 1.7 shows Mach
numbers derived from the radio observation Mradio plotted against those from
the ICM temperature MX,kT in Akamatsu and Kawahara (2013) [6]. There-
fore, it is important to observe more relics in both radio and X-rays.
We research on particle acceleration processes in radio relics by comparing
the both Mach number from the radio and X-ray observations. As mentioned
above, the sample size is not large enough to draw definite conclusions at
present. Thus, in order to increase the sample size, we observed the fields
around the relics in the galaxy clusters 1RXS J0603.3+4214 (Toothbrush)
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and RXC J1053.7+5453 (RXJ1053) with Suzaku. We measure temperatures
across the radio relics for each cluster, and estimate Mach numbers of shocks
at each relic outer edge. By comparing our results with those from radio
observation, we can obtain the information of particle acceleration process
in radio relics. In addition, we derived a lower limit of the magnetic field
strength from a combination of the upper limit to the inverse Compton X-ray
and radio flux for Toothbrush and RXJ1053 relic. In this thesis, based on
these results, we discuss physical states and particle acceleration processes of
relics, and merging processes in the galaxy clusters 1RXS J0603.3+4214 and
RXC J1053.7+5453.



















Figure 1.6: The ICM temperature profile of CIZA J2242.8+5301 across
the northern relic [6].
The dashed line represents the radio relic position. We also see a tem-
perature jump at the relic outer edge.
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Figure 1.7: Mach numbers derived from the X-ray temperature and
radio observations [6].
Mach numbers derived from the radio observation Mradio plotted against






1RXS J0603.3+4214 is merging cluster with radio relics and a halo at z =
0.225. The north radio relic is well known for a peculiar linear shape and
nicknamed by “Toothbrush” [106], whose long axis length is 1.9 Mpc. van
Weeren et al. (2012) reported the radio spectrum index at the relic outer edge
is α = 0.6 ∼ 0.7, which means that the Mach number of shock is Mradio =
3.3 ∼ 4.6 [106]. This value is rather high for cluster merger shocks. In the
XMM-Newton image, this cluster has an elongated north-south morphology
[63]. This suggests that this cluster is in the later phase of a major merger.
From the surface brightness analysis, Ogrean et al. (2013) reported that the
north shock is offseted by 1′ outwards from the relic outer edge and extended
in the west of the relic [63]. The estimated Mack number of north shock
becomes∼ 1.7, which is significantly lower than the result of radio observation.
However, note that their results cloud be affected by the three dimensional
density modeling and the projection effects.
We conducted a Suzaku X-ray observation of the field around the “Tooth-
brush” relic. The X-ray Imaging Spectrometer (XIS) aboard the Suzaku satel-
lite [60] is more appropriate for observing low surface brightness diffuse sources
than Chandra and XMM-Newton, thanks to its low and stable background
[51]. This feature is very useful in investigating the physical properties of the
ICM around cluster radio relics, which are generally located in the outer part
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of the cluster.
Canonical cosmological parameters of H0 = 70 Mpc
−1 km s−1 , Ω0 = 0.27,
and Λ0 = 0.73 are used in this chapter. At the redshift of the this cluster
(z = 0.225), 1 arcmin corresponds to 217 kpc. Unless otherwise stated, all
uncertainties are given at the 90% confidence level.
2.1 Suzaku Observations and Data Reductions
We observed a field around the “Toothbrush” radio relic in galaxy cluster
1RXS J0603.3+4214 with Suzaku on 2012 October 7-10. In addition, a field
offset by 1◦ in Galactic longitude was observed on 2012 October 14-15 to
estimate the background components. A summary of the observations is given
in table 2.1. We used HEAsoft version 6.16. The 20130305 calibration data
files were adopted. The Suzaku XIS data were processed through default
screening criteria as follows. Events with a GRADE of 0,2,3,4,6 and STATUS
with 0:524287 were extracted. Data obtained at the South Atlantic Anomaly
(SAA), within 436 s after the passage of SAA, and at low elevation angles
from an Earth rim of < 5◦ and a sun-lit Earth rim of < 20◦ were excluded.
As a result, the effective exposure times became 124.4 and 26.8 for the cluster
and OFFSET field, respectively. In order to reduce the non-X-ray background
(NXB) level, which increased after changing the amount of charge injection,
we applied additional processing for XIS1 following the processes descriptions
in the Suzaku XIS analysis topics 1). We did not use the XIS0 segment A
which is damaged because of a micrometeorite accident 2). NXB spectra and
images of XIS were generated using the ftool “xisnxbgen” [101]. Figure 2.1
shows a 0.5-8.0 keV XIS image with the 1.16-1.78 GHz radio contours [106].
2.2 Data Analysis and Results
For the spectral analysis of the XIS data, we generated redistribution matrix
files (RMFs) and ancillary response files (ARFs) with the FTOOL “xisrmfgen”
and “xissmarfgen” [45], respectively. Uniform emission over a circular region
1)http://www.astro.isas.jaxa.jp/suzaku/analysis/xis/xis1 ci 6 nxb/
2)http://www.astro.isas.ac.jp/suzaku/doc/suzakumemo/suzakumemo-2010-01.pdf
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Figure 2.1: Suzaku XIS image of 1RXS J0603.3+4214 cluster.
An XIS3 image of 1RXS J0603.3+4214 cluster in the 0.5-8.0 keV band
overlaid with the 1.16-1.78 GHz radio contours [106]. The X-ray image
was corrected for exposure and vignetting effects after subtracting NXB,
and smoothed it by a Gaussian kernel with σ = 0.′26. The regions
used to investigate temperature distribution along the collision axis in
subsection 2.2.2 are displayed as green boxes. The region numbers are
also shown in green.
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Table 2.1: An observational log of 1RXS J0603.3+4214
Name (Obs.ID) (RA, Dec) (Deg) Observation Date Exposure (ks)1)
Suzaku
1RXS J0603.3+4214
(807001010) (90.7885, +42.2628) 2012/10/7-10 124.4
OFFSET
(807002010) (92.2826, +42.2613) 2012/10/14-15 26.8
1) Effective exposure time after data screening as described in the text.
with 20′ radius was used as an input image to generate an ARF. The solar
abundances are normalized to Anders & Grevesse (1989) [10].
2.2.1 Background components
We estimate the background components using the data of OFFSET field.
The region used for this purpose is shown in figure 2.2 by green circle. We
assume that the background components are composed of the Local Hot Bub-
ble (LHB), the Milky Way Halo (MWH) and the Cosmic X-ray background
(CXB). Then we fit the spectrum of background field using the following
model:
apecLHB + wabs ∗ (apecMWH + powerlawCXB), (2.1)
where apecLHB, apecMWH and powerlawCXB represent the LHB, MWH and
CXB, respectively. We fix the temperature of LHB to 0.08 keV, and the
redshift and abundance of both the LHB and MWH to zero and solar, re-
spectively. The photon index of the CXB is fixed to 1.4 [52]. We assume
NH = 1.79× 1021 cm−2 for the Galactic absorption [26]. For the spectral fit-
ting of the background components, we used the energy band of 0.5-8.0 keV.
However, the energy band of 1.7-1.8 keV was ignored, because the response
matrix around the Si-K edge had residual uncertainties.
Figure 2.3 shows the spectra of the background field fitted with the above-
mentioned model, where the black, red and green crosses show the spectra of
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XIS0, XIS1 and XIS3, respectively. The total and each component of the best-
fit model spectra are also plotted as solid histograms, respectively. Table 2.2
shows the detailed results of the best-fit model. The obtained temperature of
the MWH component (kT = 0.56+0.12−0.21 keV) is somewhat higher than the typ-
ical value (kT ∼ 0.3 keV), which might be due to a patchy high temperature
component found in the former analysis [118, 85].
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Figure 2.2: Suzaku XIS image of OFFSET field.
An XIS3 image of OFFSET field in the 0.5-8.0 keV band. The X-ray
image was corrected for exposure and vignetting effects after subtracting
NXB, and smoothed it by a Gaussian kernel with σ = 0.′26. The regions
used to estimate the background components are displayed as green
circle.
2.2.2 Temperature profile of collision axis
We investigate the temperature distribution along the collision axis to reveal
the overall structure of the system. For this purpose, we chose regions as

























Figure 2.3: XIS spectra of the background field.
The XIS spectra of the background field fitted with the background
model described in the text. The black, red, and green crosses show
the spectra of XIS0, XIS1, and XIS3, respectively. The total spectra of
the best-fit model are also plotted as solid histograms. The blue, light
blue, and magenta solid histograms represent the LHB, MWH, and CXB
components, respectively.
region by the following model:
constant ∗ [apecLHB + wabs ∗ (apecMWH + powerlawCXB + apecICM)], (2.2)
where apecICM represents the emission from the ICM. We fixed all the param-
eters of the background components (apecLHB, apecMWH, and powerlawCXB)
to the values derived from the background field analysis in subsection 2.2.1.
We assume NH = 2.14 × 1021 cm−2 for the Galactic absorption [26]. The
redshift of the ICM component is fixed to 0.225, and the metal abundance is
fixed to 0.2 solar for regions where we did not have enough photons to deter-
mine it. We introduced a parameter constant to correct for slight differences
in normalization among the XIS sensors. It is known that there is uncertainty
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Table 2.2: Best-fit parameters for the XIS spectra of the background
field
Model Component Parameter Value
LHB kT 1) 0.08 (fixed)
N2) 5.91+3.56−3.78 × 10−2
MWH kT 1) 0.56+0.12−0.21
N2) 3.94+3.02−1.03 × 10−4
CXB Γ3) 1.4 (fixed)
N4) 9.05+0.59−0.58 × 10−4
χ2/d.o.f 72.67/81
1) Temperature of the each component in keV.







where DA is the angular diameter distance to the source.
3) Photon index of the power-law component.
4) Normalization in the power-law component in photons keV−1 cm−2
s−1 at 1 keV
in the gain with negligible energy dependence in Suzaku XIS [51, 116, 14].
The value of constant is fixed to be unity for XIS1 and allowed to vary freely
for XIS0 and XIS3. For the spectral fitting of the ICM component, we used
the energy band of 0.7-7.0 keV. However, the energy band of 1.7-1.8 keV was
ignored, because the response matrix around the Si-K edge had residual un-
certainties. The resultant best-fit parameters are listed in table 2.3. Figure
2.4 shows the obtained temperature profile along the collision axis, where the
horizontal axis represents the distance from the southern peak ( region 2 in
figure 2.1). The north and south directions are positive and negative, respec-
tively. The temperature is the highest in the region 2, where the southern
main X-ray peak is located.
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Table 2.3: Best fit parameters for the XIS spectra of the region presented
in figure 2.1



















7 3.66+0.93−0.66 0.2(fixed) 67.93/80
2.2.3 Candidate shock regions
In this subsection, we investigate the temperature structure around the can-
didate shock region. The spectral model used in the fitting is the same as in
subsection 2.2.2. We search for point sources with XMM-Newton data, whose
spatial resolution is better than Suzaku. In order to reduce contamination and
CXB systematic errors, 1′ radius circular regions centered by a position of a
point source whose flux is more than 1.0 × 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 are excluded
and shown in figure 2.5 by green circles. Assuming that a shock is located at
the Toothbrush relic outer edge, we chose regions as shown in figure 2.5 by
red boxes, whose box size is 2′×8′, where the outermost region is a 2.′5×6.′5.
Ogrean et al. (2013) [63] suggested a temperature gradient along the relic’s
long axis. To investigate how this affects the Mach number estimation, R3
region is divided into two 2′ × 4′ boxes as in figure 2.5.
It is well known that CXB has the spatial fluctuations. This can be mod-
eled as σCXB/ICXB ∝ Ω−0.5e S0.25c , where Ωe and Sc are the effective solid angle
and upper cutoff flux of a point source, respectively. From the HEAO-I A2








8× 10−11 erg s−1 cm−2
)0.25
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Distance from the south peak [arcmin]
Figure 2.4: Temperature profile along the collision axis.
The horizontal axis shows the angular distance from the southern main
X-ray peak (region 2 in figure 2.1 with the highest temperature), where
the north and south directions are positive and negative, respectively.
the size of each region, the calculated CXB fluctuation at the 90 % confidence
level are shown in table 2.4. In addition, it is reported that the reproducibility
of NXB was 6.0 % and 12.5 % for XIS FI and BI at the 90 % confidence level,
respectively [101]. We estimate CXB and NXB systematic errors taking into
account of these uncertainties.
Figure 2.6 shows the spectra of pre- (R2) and post-shock (R3) regions fit-
ted with the above-mentioned model. The ICM component of the pre-shock
region is clearly detected over the CXB. The resultant best-fit parameters
are listed in table 2.4, where the first, second and third errors are statistical,
CXB systematic, and NXB systematic errors at 90 % confidence level, respec-
tively. The temperature profile is shown in figure 2.7, where the horizontal
axis represents the angular distance from the relic outer edge, and the posi-
tive and negative is inward and outward directions from the relic outer edge.
We found a temperature drop at the relic outer edge, and also confirmed the
temperature gradient in the relic region along the relic’s longer axis.
Ogrean et al. (2013) also suggest that the shock is elongated towards the
west of the relic [63]. We investigate the temperature structure around there.
The regions used in this analysis are displayed in cyan annuli (west shock
25
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Figure 2.5: Candidate shock regions
Regions utilized in the candidate shock analysis. Red boxes and cyan
annular are regions for the analysis of the relic shock and west shock,
respectively. Green circles are excluded regions of a point source.
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Table 2.4: Fitting results of the relic shock regions.
Region Number kT (keV)1) abundance1) χ2/d.o.f ∆CXB (%)
2)
R1 3.06+1.74+1.05+0.57−0.94−0.92−0.53 0.2(fixed) 24.06/31 38
R2 (pre-shock) 4.07+0.99+0.69+0.40−0.68−0.68−0.42 0.2(fixed) 72.46/66 33







R3east 2.70+1.22+0.96+0.38−0.62−0.77−0.21 0.2(fixed) 17.87/17 59
R3west 6.82+1.02+0.47+0.34−0.55−0.21−0.11 0.2(fixed) 187.50/170 41
1) The first, second, and third errors are statistical, CXB systematic,
and NXB systematic, respectively.
2) CXB fluctuations at the 90 % confidence level estimated with equa-
tion (2.3).
region) in figure 2.5. We fit the spectrum of each region in the same ways
as in above-mentioned. The resultant best-fit parameters are listed in table
2.5, and the temperature profile is shown in figure 2.8 We also see a clear
temperature drop across the expected shock front.
2.2.4 Candidate cold front regions
van Weeren et al. (2016) suggested that there are the very hot ICM with
kT ∼ 15 keV and a cold front in the south of the southern subcluster’s core
[107]. In order to check these, we chose the regions as in figure 2.9, whose
radii from the southern peak are 1′, 2.′5, and 4′ from the southern peak.
The estimated temperature map in van Weeren et al. (2016) show that the
temperature of eastside is higher than the westside’s one. Taking account of
this, we divide the region of 1′ − 2.′5 into two annular as in figure 2.9. In this
spectral analysis, we used the abundance table of Asplund et al. (2009)[11].
The spectral model used in this fitting is the same as in subsection 2.2.2.
Table 2.6 shows the detailed results of the best-fit model and the temperature
profile is shown in figure 2.10. The obtained temperature of southern core is
10.05± 0.37 at 1σ confidence level. This value is consistent with the result of
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Table 2.5: Fitting results of the west shock regions.
Region Number kT (keV)1) abundance χ2/d.o.f ∆CXB (%)
2)
W1 (pre-shock) 3.76+0.73+0.49+0.31−0.63−0.66−0.54 0.2 (fixed) 89.32/83 30
W2 (post-shock) 6.16+0.62+0.25+0.13−0.60−0.28−0.19 0.2 (fixed) 173.22/158 34
1) The first, second, and third errors are statistical, CXB systematic,
and NXB systematic, respectively.
2) CXB fluctuations at the 90 % confidence level estimated with equa-
tion (2.3).
van Weeren et al. (2016) (kT = 9.00 ± 0.28) considering the 3σ errors. Our
results suggest that there is the high temperature ICM of kT ∼ 10 keV around
the southern core. Although we did not find a significant temperature jump
between the regions ahead (1′− 2.′5East) and behind (0′− 1′) of the candidate
cold front, the temperature increases toward the outside.
2.2.5 Search for the non-thermal inverse Compton X-rays
The same electron population attributed to the radio relic are expected to emit
non-thermal X-rays via the inverse Compton scattering of the CMB photons.
In order to constrain this component, the spectra in the radio relic region (R3
in figure 2.5) are fitted by the following model:
constant ∗ [apecLHB + wabs ∗ (apecMWH + powerlawCXB + apecICM (2.4)
+powerlawIC)],
where powerlawIC represents the inverse Compton component. We fixed
all the parameters of the background components (apecLHB, apecMWH, and
powerlawCXB) to the values derived from the background field in subsection
2.2.1. The temperature of the ICM component is fixed to the value obtained
in the candidate shock region analysis (kT = 6.10 keV) because the inverse
Compton component is most likely to be much weaker than the thermal ICM
one. We fixed the photon index of the inverse Compton component to be
2.1 considering that van Weeren et al. (2012) reported that the integrated
radio spectral index of the relic is 1.1. The fitting results are summarized
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Table 2.6: Fitting results of the candidate cold front regions.
Region kT (keV)1) abundance1)3) χ2/d.o.f ∆CXB (%)
2)
0′ − 1′ 10.05+0.61+0.05+0.00−0.60−0.05−0.00 0.33+0.10+0.00+0.00−0.10−0.00−0.00 413.11/404 66%
1′ − 2.′5 10.33+1.16+0.07+0.00−0.84−0.07−0.00 0.41+0.14+0.00+0.00−0.14−0.00−0.00 312.71/272 48%
2.′5− 4′ 9.22+1.49+0.21+0.00−1.24−0.22−0.00 0.38+0.24+0.00+0.00−0.24−0.00−0.00 150.23/135 35%
1′ − 2.′5East 11.63+1.47+0.11+0.00−1.24−0.12−0.00 0.40+0.18+0.00+0.00−0.18−0.00−0.00 239.61/225 54%
1′ − 2.′5West 8.91+0.80+0.10+0.00−0.64−0.10−0.00 0.40+0.12+0.00+0.00−0.12−0.00−0.00 297.77/267 54%
1) The first, second, and third errors are statistical, CXB systematic,
and NXB systematic, respectively.
2) CXB fluctuations at the 90 % confidence level estimated with equa-
tion (2.3).
3) The abundance table of Asplund et al. (2009) [11] is used.
in table 2.7. Though we did not detect the inverse Compton component, we
obtained its upper limit. Considering both the statistical and systematic er-
rors, we derive an upper limit of the inverse Compton component in 0.3-10
keV at the 90 % confidence level. The resultant upper limit on the flux is
FIC < 2.4× 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2 for the 2′ × 8′ area.
2.3 Discussion
2.3.1 Temperature profile of collision axis
We compare the temperature profile of the galaxy cluster 1RXS J0603.3+4214
with that of typical relaxed clusters. First, Burns et al. (2010) reported the
scaled temperature profile which is based on cosmological N-body + hydro-
dynamic simulation results [23]. The temperature and radius of profile are
normalised by the mean temperature (< kT >) and virial radius (r200), re-










where the best-fit parameters are A = 1.74 ± 0.03, B = 0.64 ± 0.10, and
α = −3.2 ± 0.4. We adopt the mean temperature of < kT >= 7.8 keV [63].
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Table 2.7: Best fit parameters of the spectrum model with inverse Comp-
ton components.
components kT (keV) or Γ normalization3)
apecICM 6.10 (fixed)
1) 3.67+0.64+0.37+0.15−0.63−0.37−0.22 × 10−2
powerlawIC 2.1 (fixed)
2) 2.03+1.51+0.39+0.24−1.51−0.39−0.19 × 10−3
χ2/d.o.f 200.88/161
1)The value obtained from spectral fitting of the relic post shock region
summarized in table 2.4.
2) Photon index derived from the integrated radio spectral index [106].
3) Normalizations in the apec code and powerlaw component are written
in the same way as in table 2.2.
The errors are represented as in table 2.4.
The virial radius is calculated from the following empirical relation [40]:




where h70 is the Hubble constant normalized by the value H0 = 70 Mpc
−1
km s−1 and E(z) = [Ω0(1 + z)
3 + 1− Ω0]1/2. As a result, the obtained virial
radius becomes r200 = 2.21 Mpc. Figure 2.11 shows the scaled temperature
profile of our results (table 2.3). The obtained temperatures are higher than
the value of the fitting function around r ∼ 0.7r200, which might be owing
to the heating by the merger shock, the disturbed shape of the gravitational
potential, and/or the disturbed entropy distribution.
Next, we compare our results with a universal temperature profile obtained
by Okabe et al. (2014) [67] from Suzaku X-ray and Subaru weak-lensing
observations of four relaxed galaxy clusters. Okabe et al. (2014) reported the


























where α = 1.16+0.17−0.12, β = 5.52
+2.87
−2.64, γ = 1.82
+0.28
−0.30, δ = 2.72
+0.34
−0.35, and r̃0 =
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where M200 is the total mass inside r200. Though both M200 and r200 should
be determined through direct mass measurements, such as gravitational lens-
ing techniques ideally, we do not have available lensing data for this cluster.
Therefore, we calculate M200 simply assuming that the mean density inside
r200, which is derived from equation (2.6), is 200 times the critical density of










πr3200 × (200ρc). (2.10)
As a result, we obtain kT∗ = 7.30 keV from equation (2.8). Figure 2.12
shows a comparison of our results with the temperature profile of Okabe et al.
(2014). It is clear that the measured temperatures are systematically higher
than the universal profile for all radii. This suggests that the normalization
determination dose not work very well, which is not so surprising considering
that we did not use gravitational lensing data. The central part and outermost
data could be marginally consistent with the universal profile, taking account
of the errors in kT∗. Note that the our data shows a convex profile where as
the universal profile is concave around r ∼ 0.7r200.
2.3.2 Candidate shock
We derive the Mach number (MX) from the temperature ratio of the candidate









where Tpre and Tpost are the temperature of the pre- and post-shock regions,
respectively, and we assume that the specific heat ratio γ = 5/3. Using
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equation (2.11), the derived Mach number of Toothbrush relic is MX =
1.50+0.37+0.25+0.14−0.27−0.24−0.15 with the temperatures of R2 and R3 regions. This means
that MX = 1.50
+0.28
−0.24 at 1σ confidence revel. On the other hand, the radio
spectral index results indicate Mradio = 3.3 ∼ 4.6 on the assumption of a
simple DSA theory [106]. Thus, our results show a clear discrepancy between
them even including both statistical and systematic errors, which strongly
suggests that a simple DSA theory dose not hold, at least for this object, and
that there should be other parameters that control the shock acceleration.
Recently, van Weeren et al. (2016) reported the Mradio = 2.8
+0.5
−0.3 with deep
LOFAR observations at low frequency. However, this value is still higher than
our results.
Ogrean et al. (2013) suggests a temperature gradient along the long axis of
Toothbrush relic [63], which is also confirmed in our data as shown in figure 2.7.
This means that the temperature of the R3 region could be underestimated,
which leads to the underestimation of the Mach number. Considering this, we
derived the Mach number using the R2 and R3 west region temperatures. The
resultant Mach number becomes MX = 1.67
+0.43+0.27+0.16
−0.28−0.25−0.15. Therefore, this
effect is quite limited and the discrepancy between the radio and our results
still remains. We search for a corresponding temperature gradient in the pre-
shock region, dividing R2 region into east and west regions and performing the
spectral analysis as in subsection 2.2.2. However, no significant temperature
gradient is found because of the poor statistics.
Considering Suzaku’s point spread function (PSF), whose half power di-
ameter is ∼ 2′. The temperature ratio between the neighboring regions could
be somewhat underestimated. In particularly, because of the contamination
from the hotter and brighter post-shock region, the temperature of the cooler
and fainter pre-shock region would be overestimated. In order to check this,
we measured the temperature of the region 1′ ahead of the Toothbrush relic
outer edge. The obtained temperature is kT = 2.85+0.93+0.76+0.43−0.58−0.61−0.49 keV. This
is ∼ 1.2 keV lower than the pre-shock temperature. This temperature decline
is partly because of the global temperature decline trend shown in figure 2.3,
and partly because of the contamination from the post-shock region. In other
words, the overestimation of the pre-shock region temperature due to the PSF
should be ∼ 1 keV at most, which could be comparable to the statistical and
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CXB systematic errors at most.
If the ICM components that are not directly associated with the shock
but have different temperature are accidentally located along the line of sight,
we would have incorrect temperature ratio. We fit the spectra with a two
temperature ICM model to investigate this possibility, but the fitting results
did not improve significantly. At least, we do not have compelling evidence to
introduce a two temperature ICM model. Also, this unexpected temperature
difference could be a result of the complicated dynamical history of the cluster.
Indeed, both the temperature gradient along the longer axis of the relic and
the peculiar linear shape of the Toothbrush suggest that the galaxy cluster
1RXS J0603.3+4214 dose not undergo a simple bimodal merger. Brüggen
et al.(2012) [22] suggested a triple merger scenario, where the interaction of
multiple shocks generates a linear-shape shock front like the Toothbrush relic.
The spectrum has a memory of the past acceleration history in a re-
acceleration scenario [20], where the electrons in the relic have already ac-
celerated once somewhere. In other words, the present shock Mach number
alone cannot determine the relic spectrum. If the past acceleration process
is relevant to higher Mach number shocks such a virial shocks [82, 108], relic
shock Mach number would be lower than what is expected from radio ob-
servations. A non-linear acceleration model [55], where the shock structures
are modified by the interactions between the thermal ICM and accelerated
non-thermal particles, is another possibility to explain this kind of discrep-
ancy. The relation between the Mach number and radio spectrum index is
not simple and will depend on the details of the modeling.
For the western shock region, a similar analysis is also performed and the
obtained Mach number becomes MX = 1.63
+0.32+0.20+0.12
−0.28−0.27−0.22 at the 90% confi-
dence level. This Mach number is consistent with the XMM-Newton results
(M = 1.7+0.41−0.42 at the 1σ confidence level) based on X-ray surface brightness
analysis [63]. Generally, the temperature measurement is less seriously af-
fected by the line of sight structures, while some kind of three dimensional
modeling is necessary to get the information of the density structure from the
X-ray surface brightness distribution. On the other hand, our result could
be affected by Suzaku’s moderate spatial resolution, as mentioned above. Al-
though it is probable that a temperature difference and Mach number are un-
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derestimated to a certain extent, we obtained results consistent with Ogrean
et al. (2013) in an independent way.
2.3.3 Magnetic field strength in the radio relic
We constrain the magnetic field strength in the relic from the comparison of
the radio synchrotron and an inverse Compton X-ray flux [81]. The following
procedure is a similar way as in Sugawara et al. (2009) [93]. The typical energy







where hν is the energy of photon before scattering and γ is the electron’s
relativistic Lorentz factor. The typical CMB photon energy at z = 0.225 is
hν = 2.82kT0(1 + z) = 7.1× 10−4 eV, (2.13)
where T0 = 2.725 K is the temperature of the CMB at z = 0. Therefore, the
range of the electron’s relativistic Lorentz factor corresponding to the 0.3−10
keV inverse Compton X-ray is
5.3× 102 < γ < 3.0× 103. (2.14)
On the other hand, assuming a homogeneous pitch angle distribution, the syn-














Thus, the typical synchrotron frequency range emitted by the electron in the
















van Weeren et al. (2012) [106] reported that the radio flux of the Toothbrush
relic is 319.5 mJy at 1.382 GHz and that the spectral index is α = 1.1.
Therefore, the radio flux corresponding to the energy range of 0.3-10.0 keV
inverse Compton X-ray is





erg s−1 cm−2, (2.17)
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with a monochromatic approximation for a single electron’s spectrum and on
the assumption of a single power-law electron energy distribution.
It is well known that the flux of the synchrotron radiation and inverse











where Umag and UCMB are the energy density of the magnetic field and CMB
photons, respectively. Here, the energy density of the CMB photons at z =
0.225 is
UCMB = 4.22× 10−13(1 + z)4 erg cm−3 (2.19)
= 9.5× 10−13 erg cm−3.
With this value, comparing the above-mentioned Fsync and the obtained upper
limit of FIC, the lower limit of the magnetic field strength in the Toothbrush
relic becomes B > 1.6 µG. This result is consistent with the equipartition
magnetic field energy, Beq = 9.2 µG [106]. Note that our results are free
from the assumption of energy equipartition between cosmic ray electrons
and magnetic field.
The upper limit on the inverse Compton flux could be sensitive to the
temperature determination of the thermal ICM component. We checked how
the upper limit on the inverse Compton flux is affected by the temperature
changes of the ICM component in the spectral analysis. In case of a 1 keV in-
crease and decrease of the ICM temperature, the obtained upper limits of the
inverse Compton flux and the derived lower limits of magnetic field strength
are summarized in table 2.8. A 1 keV increase and decrease of the ICM
temperature cause a 24% increase and 27% decrease of the upper limit flux,
respectively. These also result in a 12% decrease and 12% increase in the lower
limit of the magnetic field strength, respectively. It seems odd at first glance
that the temperature increase (or decrease) of the ICM cause an increase (or
decrease) of the inverse Compton component. The best fit values and sta-
tistical errors of inverse Compton component normalization are less sensitive
to the ICM temperature change. On the other hand, the systematic errors
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are more sensitive and become larger (or smaller) when the ICM temperature
becomes higher (or lower), which is the main factor governing the resultant
upper limit flux. At any rate, magnetic field strength of ∼ µG level are still
inferred.
We also checked how the results are affected by the radio spectral index
changes. In case of the 0.1 increase and decrease of the absolute value of the ra-
dio spectral (and X-ray photon) index, the obtained upper limits of the inverse
Compton flux and the derived lower limits of magnetic field strength are also
summarized in table 2.8. The 0.1 increase and decrease of the absolute value
of the radio spectral (and X-ray photon) index cause a 31% and 62% decrease
of the upper limit flux, respectively. These cause a 50% increase and 19% de-
crease of the lower limit of the magnetic field strength, respectively. Note that
the range of electrons attributed to the observed synchrotron radiation is most
likely higher than that of the inverse Compton component in our analysis. Al-
though the range of the Lorentz factor of electrons attributed to 0.1-1 GHz
synchrotron radiation is 5.5×103(B/µG)−0.5 < γ < 1.7×104(B/µG)−0.5, that
to the 0.3-10 keV inverse Compton component is 5.3× 102 < γ < 3.0× 103 as
discussed before. Fixing the normalization in the radio observation range, an
increase (or decrease) of the absolute value of the radio spectral index causes
an increase (or decrease) of the synchrotron flux corresponding to the inverse
Compton component, which results in an increase (or decrease) of the lower
limit on the magnetic field strength. In general, the above results all indicate
a magnetic field at the ∼ µG level. However, if the radio spectrum is not a
single power-law, this might not be the case because we rely on the extrapo-
lation of the synchrotron spectrum. Lower frequency radio and higher energy
X-ray observations are crucial in this regard.
2.3.4 Energy densities in the radio relic region
From our results, we estimate the energy densities of the thermal ICM, non-
thermal electrons, and magnetic field, which are basic and crucial parameters
for radio relic studies. For simplicity, the radio relic region is assumed to be a
cylinder whose radius and height are 868 kpc and 434 kpc, respectively. The
estimated electron number density of the thermal ICM in the radio relic region
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Table 2.8: Upper limits of the inverse Compton component and lower
limits of the magnetic field strength.
fixed parameters FIC [erg s
−1 cm−2] B [µG]1)
kT = 6.10 keV
Γ = 2.1 < 2.42× 10−13 > 1.6
kT = 5.10 keV
Γ = 2.1 < 1.76× 10−13 > 1.8
kT = 7.10 keV
Γ = 2.1 < 3.00× 10−13 > 1.4
kT = 6.10 keV
Γ = 2.0 < 1.66× 10−13 > 2.4
kT = 6.10 keV
Γ = 2.2 < 9.04× 10−13 > 1.3
1) The lower limit of the magnetic field strength.
becomes ne = 3.54×10−4 cm−3 from the normalization of the apecICM model
(table 2.7). With this value and the temperature of this region (kT = 6.10







where µ is the mean molecular weight. Assuming µ = 0.6, the obtained value
is Uth = 8.6 × 10−12 erg cm−3. Next, we estimate the energy density of the





With the obtained lower limit of magnetic field strength (B > 1.6 µG), the
energy density of the magnetic field is Umag > 1.0 × 10−13 erg cm−3. As a
result, Umag/Uth > 1.2×10−2. This means that the magnetic field energy could
be more than a few percent of the thermal one and that the ICM evolution and
structures could be somewhat affected by the magnetic field. From the upper
limit of the inverse Compton component, the energy density of the relativistic
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electrons corresponding to 0.3-10 keV X-ray band (or, 5.3× 102 < γ < 3.0×
103) becomes Ue < 3.6 × 10−14 erg cm−3. Therefore, Ue/Uth < 4.3 × 10−3,
although we did not include the contribution from lower energy electrons in

































Figure 2.6: XIS spectra of the pre- and post-shock regions.
The XIS spectra of the pre- (R2; top) and post-shock (R3; bottom) re-
gions of the relic shock fitted with the model described in the text. The
black, red, and green crosses show the spectra of XIS0, XIS1, and XIS3,
respectively. The total spectra of the best-fit model are also plotted
as solid histograms. The blue, light blue, magenta, and orange solid
histograms represent the LHB, MWH, CXB, and ICM components, re-











Distance from the outer edge of the relic [arcmin]
Figure 2.7: Temperature profile across the Toothbrush relic.
The temperature profile across the relic shock regions. Horizontal axis
represents the angular distance from the relic outer edge. The positive
and negative is inward and outward directions from the relic outer edge.
Black crosses show the results from regions R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5.
Light gray crosses show the results when the region R3 (post shock)
is divided into R3east and R3west regions. Only statistical errors are
displayed. The positions of the inner and outer edges of the relic are










Distance from the west shock front [arcmin]
Figure 2.8: Temperature profile of the west shock regions.
The temperature profile across the west shock regions. Horizontal axis
represents the angular distance from the possible shock front. Inward
and outward directions from the possible shock front are positive and
negative, respectively. (see cyan annuli in figure 2.5). Only statistical
errors are displayed.
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Figure 2.9: Candidate cold front regions
Green annular are regions for the analysis of the cold front, whose radii
from the southern peak are 1′, 2.′5, and 4′ from the southern peak. Light











Distance from the southrn X−ray peak [arcmin]
Figure 2.10: Temperature profile of the candidate cold front region
Horizontal axis represents the distance from the southern X-ray peak.
The black crosses are results of green regions in figure 2.9. The dark
and light gray crosses are the light blue annular region of east and west
side, respectively. The positions of the candidate cold front is displayed






















Figure 2.11: Comparison of temperature profile along the collision axis
with the scaled profile of Burns et al. (2010) (Toothbrush cluster).
Comparison of the scaled temperature profile along the collision axis
toward the north with a fitting function for relaxed clusters proposed
by Burns et al. (2010)[23], which is based on cosmological N-body +
hydrodynamical simulation results. The temperature and radius are nor-
malized by the mean temperature and virial radius, respectively. Crosses
and dotted lines represent our results and the fitting function, respec-
tively. The temperatures are higher than the values of fitting function
around r ∼ 0.7r200, which might be because of the heating by the merger























Figure 2.12: Comparison of temperature profile along the collision axis
with the scaled profile of Okabe et al. (2014) (Toothbrush cluster).
Comparison of the scaled temperature profile along the collision axis
toward the north with a universal temperature profile obtained from
Suzaku X-ray and Subaru weak-lensing observations [67]. Crosses and
dotted lines represent our results and the universal profile, respectively.
Clearly, the measured temperatures are systematically higher than the
universal profile in all radii, though the central part and outermost data
could be marginally consistent with the universal profile taking account
of the errors of kT∗. Note that the our data shows a convex profile






The galaxy cluster RXC J1053.7+5453 (z = 0.0704) is known to host a
radio relic. The radio relic is located at the distance of 524 kpc (∼ 6′)
from the X-ray peak toward the west. Its X-ray luminosity with ROSAT
is LX[0.1−2.4keV] = 0.96× 1044 erg s−1 [78] and the expected temperature from
LX − kT relation is kT ∼ 3 keV [30]. This temperature is rather low for clus-
ters with radio relics. However, there is no direct temperature measurement
for this cluster. According to the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) data, the
velocity dispersion of the member galaxies is 665+51−45 km s
−1 and the virial
radius is r200 = 1.52 Mpc [1], which is defined as the radius within which the
mean density becomes 200 times of the critical density of the universe. From
the radio observation, van Weeren et al. (2011) reported that the relic length
and the radio flux density are 600 kpc and S1382 MHz = 15 ± 2 mJy, respec-
tively [105]. There is no observational information about the radio spectra of
this relic.
We observed a field around the radio relic in galaxy cluster RXC J1053.7+5453
with Suzaku for spectral analysis. In addition, we used Chandra archive data
for surface brightness and the point sources removal, because the Advanced
CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS) has high spatial resolution. Figure 3.1
shows a ROSAT image of RXC J1053.7+5453 in 0.1-2.4 keV band. The yel-
low and light blue boxes show the FOVs of the Chandra ACIS and Suzaku
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XIS observations. The white dashed circle shows the virial radius of RXC
J1053.7+5453 (r200 = 18.
′8).
In this chapter, we used canonical cosmological parameters ofH0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1,
Ω0 = 0.27, and Λ0 = 0.73. At the redshift of this cluster (z = 0.0704), 1
′ cor-
responds to 81 kpc. Unless otherwise stated, the errors correspond to 90%
confidence level.
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Figure 3.1: A ROSAT image of RXC J1053.7+5453.
A ROSAT image of RXC J1053.7+5453 in the 0.1-2.4 keV band. The
image intensity is arbitrary unit and rms value of the image fluctuation
is σ = 0.48. The yellow and light blue boxes show the FOVs of the
Chandra ACIS and Suzaku XIS observations. The white dashed circle
shows the virial radius of RXC J1053.7+5453 (r200 = 18.
′8 ).
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3.1 Observations and Data Reductions
We observed a field around the radio relic in galaxy cluster RXC J1053.7+5453
with Suzaku on 2014 November 01 - 03. This observation is one of the Suzaku
AO9 Key projects. In addition, we used the Suzaku archive data of the Lock-
man Hole to estimate the background components. We used the data observed
on 2009 June 12-14, which is the data of the field nearest to this cluster on
sky plain among Lockman Hole observations of Suzaku. We used HEAsoft
version 6.19 for these Suzaku data. The 20150312 calibration data files were
adopted for these data. The XIS data were processed through default screen-
ing criteria (see section 2.1). Additionally, data obtained in the periods with
geomagnetic cosmic-ray cut-off rigidity (COR2) > 8 GV were excluded. As a
result, the effective exposure times became 71.6 ks and 63.8 ks for the clus-
ter and Lockman Hole region, respectively. The additional processing for the
NXB of XIS1 is applied in the same way as in section 2.1. We did not use
the XIS0 segment A, which is damaged because of a micrometeorite accident
1). Figure 3.2 shows a 0.5-8.0 keV Suzaku XIS1 image with 1382 MHz radio
contours [105]. RXC J1053.7+5453 was also observed with Chandra on 2013
June 22. Additionally, in order to search for point sources, we observed a field
around the radio relic with Chandra on 2016 February 09. We used CIAO
version 4.8 with the calibration files of CALDB version 4.7.0. The event files
were reprocessed using the task “chandra repro”. The “lc lean” algorithm
was used to filter the soft proton flares, and the light curves were visually
inspected to check for any residual flaring. As a result, the effective exposure
times became 24.5 ks and 6 ks for the central and west fields, respectively. A
Chandra image in the 0.5-2.0 keV band is shown in the figure 3.3. A summary
of the Suzaku and Chandra observations is given in table 3.1.
3.2 Data Analysis and Results
For the spectral analysis of the Suzaku XIS data, RMFs and ARFs are gener-
ated in the way same as in section 2.2. The solar abundance are normalized
to Asplund et al. (2009) [11].
1)http://www.astro.isas.ac.jp/suzaku/doc/suzakumemo/suzakumemo-2010-01.pdf
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Table 3.1: The observational log of RXC J1053.7+5453 and Lockman
Hole.
Name (Obs.ID) (RA, Dec) (Deg) Observation Date Exposure (ks)1)
Suzaku
RXC J1053.7+5453
(809120010) (163.1807,+54.9140) 2014/11/01-03 71.6
LOCKMAN HOLE
(104002010) (162.9375,+57.2667) 2009/6/12-14 63.8
Chandra
RXC J1053.7+5453
Center (15322) (163.4148,+54.8296) 2013/6/22 24.5
RXC J1053.7+5453
WEST (17207) (163.2642,+54.9077) 2016/2/09 6
1) Effective exposure time after data screening as described in the text.
3.2.1 Background components
We estimate the background components in a similar way as in section 2.2.1.
The spectrum of the background region is fitted using the following model:
apecLHB + phabs ∗ (apecMWH + powerlawCXB). (3.1)
We assumed NH = 6.05 × 1019 cm−2 for the Galactic absorption [112]. The
temperature of the LHB is fixed to be 0.08 keV, and the redshift and abun-
dance of both LHB and MWH are also fixed to be zero and solar, respectively.
We fixed the photon index of the CXB to Γ = 1.4 [52]. For the spectral fitting
of the background components, we used energy bands of 0.7-7.0 keV (XIS0,3)
and 0.6-7.0 keV (XIS1). However, the energy band of 1.7-1.8 keV was ignored,
because the response matrix around the Si-K edge had residual uncertainties.
Figure 3.4 shows the spectra of the background field fitted with the above-
mentioned model. Each color crosses and solid histograms same as in figure
2.3. Table 3.2 shows the detailed results of the best-fit model. The obtained
temperature of the MWH component (kT = 0.28+0.73−0.07 keV) is consistent with
the typical value (kT ∼ 0.3 keV; [118])
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Table 3.2: Best-fit background parameters for the XIS spectra of
RXJ1053
Model Component Parameter Value
LHB kT 1) 0.08 (fixed)
N2) 5.03+9.53−5.02 × 10−2
MWH kT 1) 0.28+0.73−0.07
N2) 3.98+7.94−3.34 × 10−4
CXB Γ3) 1.4 (fixed)
N4) 8.14+0.31−0.30 × 10−4
χ2/d.o.f 120.96/110
1) Temperature of the each component in keV.








where DA is the angular diameter distance to the source.
3) Photon index of the power-law component.
4) Normalization in the power-law component in photons keV−1 cm−2
s−1 at 1 keV
3.2.2 Candidate shock regions
We investigate the temperature structure across the radio relic which is the
candidate shock region. Assuming that a shock is located at the relic outer
edge, we chose the regions as in the figure 3.2 by green annular marking.
We search the point sources with Chandra data, whose spatial resolution is
better than Suzaku. In order to reduce the contamination and CXB system-
atic errors, we exclude 2′ radius circular region centered at the position of
a point source (light blue circle in the figure 3.2) whose flux is more than
5 × 10−15erg s−1 cm−2 (0.2-10 keV). We fit the spectrum of each region by
the following model:
constant ∗ [apecLHB + phabs ∗ (apecMWH + powerlawCXB + apecICM)], (3.2)
where apecICM represents the ICM component. In the central region, we add
powerlawAGN to the fitting model because there is an active galactic nucleus
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(AGN) which cannot be excluded. Therefor, we fit the spectrum of the central
region by the following model:
constant ∗ [apecLHB + phabs ∗ (apecMWH + powerlawCXB + apecICM (3.3)
+powerlawAGN)].
We assume NH = 8.38× 1019 cm−2 for the Galactic absorption [112]. All pa-
rameters of the background components (apecLHB, apecMWH, and powerlawCXB)
are fixed to be the values derived from the background field in subsection
3.2.1. We fixed the redshift and abundance of the ICM components to be
0.0704 and 0.3 solar, respectively. For the spectral fitting of the ICM com-
ponent, we used the energy band of 0.7-7.0 keV. However, we ignored the
energy band of 1.7-1.8 keV, because the response matrix around Si-K edge
had residual uncertainties. Systematic errors of the CXB and NXB are esti-
mated in the same way as in subsection 2.3.2. We assume the upper cutoff
flux of Sc = 5× 10−15 erg s−1 cm−2. With the size of each region, the calcu-
lated CXB fluctuations at the 90 % confidence level are shown in table 3.3.
In addition, we assumed that the reproducibility of NXB is 4.9 % at the 90 %
confidence level [101]. We estimated CXB and NXB systematic errors taking
account of these uncertainties.
Figure 3.5 shows the spectra of each region fitted with the above-mentioned
model. The ICM components of the outside region (> 6′) are fainter than
the CXB component. The resultant best-fit parameters are listed in table
3.3. The first, second, and third errors are statistical, CXB systematic and
NXB systematic errors, respectively. Considering only the statistical errors,
the ICM component is marginally detected in the outside region of the ra-
dio relic (9′ − 15′). However, the normalization of the apecICM is consis-
tent with zero taking account of systematic errors. Figure 3.6 shows the
temperature profile, where the horizontal axis represents the angular dis-
tance from the X-ray peak. The best-fit parameters (Γ and normalization
) of the powerlawAGN in the central region are Γ = 2.19
+0.11
−0.13 and norm =
1.66+0.32−0.37 × 10−2 photon keV−1 s−1 cm−2 and the flux of the AGN becomes
2 × 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2 (2.0-10 keV). Here, we also measured the tempera-
ture in the central region with the Chandra data. The obtained temperature
becomes kT = 1.52+0.53−0.23 keV. This value is consistent with the Suzaku result
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considering statistical errors. Though we did not find a significant tempera-
ture jump at the relic outer edge, the temperature decreases outward across
the radio relic. If the shock is not located just at the relic outer edge, the
temperature in the pre- and post-shock regions could be over- and underesti-
mated, respectively. To check this, we measured the temperature of the yellow
regions in the figure 3.2, which are 1′ shifted outward compared with the green
ones. The obtained temperatures are shown with light gray crosses in figure
3.6. This suggests that the shock could be located in the 6′ − 9′ region from
X-ray peak and that the temperature in that region could be underestimated.
Table 3.3: Fitting results of regions across the relic.
Region kT (keV)1) normalization2) χ2/d.o.f ∆CXB
3)
0− 2′ 1.38+0.17+0.04+0.01−0.11−0.04−0.01 4.38+1.37+0.14+0.02−1.21−0.18−0.02 × 10−2 118.17/105 35 %
2′ − 4′ 1.64+0.50+0.41+0.01−0.26−0.22−0.02 1.44+0.32+0.31+0.01−0.31−0.27−0.01 × 10−2 8.1/13 65 %
4′ − 6′ 1.56+0.23+0.16+0.04−0.22−0.19−0.04 3.67+0.71+0.87+0.08−0.70−0.75−0.09 × 10−3 38.93/33 25 %
6′ − 9′ 1.15+0.44+0.72+0.04−0.25−0.72−0.05 5.83+3.94+4.20+0.03−2.56−0.88−0.03 × 10−4 36.02/21 19 %
9′ − 15′ 1.08+0.32+0.00+0.00−0.96−0.95−0.00 1.95+1.79+6.89+0.39−1.40−1.53−0.12 × 10−4 44.73/51 11 %
3′ − 5′ 1.58+0.21+0.20+0.02−0.20−0.20−0.02 7.05+1.17+1.33+0.10−1.15−1.22−0.11 × 10−3 27.81/31 32 %
5′ − 7′ 1.60+0.36+0.18+0.05−0.29−0.23−0.06 2.17+0.63+0.73+0.08−0.62−0.64−0.09 × 10−3 38.93/31 24 %
7′ − 10′ 1.08+0.51+0.00+0.00−0.98−0.01−0.00 2.62+2.18+2.08+0.22−2.04−2.39−0.19 × 10−4 47.08/35 17 %
1) The first, second, and third errors are statistical, CXB systematic,
and NXB systematic, respectively.
2) CXB fluctuations at the 90 % confidence level estimated.
3.2.3 Analysis of the surface brightness edge regions
The Chandra image shows a surface brightness edge at a distance of ∼ 2′ from
the X-ray peak toward the west. We investigate the temperature and density
structures of this region with Suzaku and Chandra, respectively. First, we
extract the surface brightness profile from Chandra data and estimate the
density ratio across the surface brightness edge. We exclude compact sources
detected in the 0.5-7.0 keV band with CIAO task “wavdetect” using scales of
1, 2, 4, 8, 16 pixels and cutting at the 3σ level. We used PROFFIT [29] to
extract and fit the profile. In order to extract the surface brightness profile,
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we chose the green sector region in figure 3.3. The instrumental backgrounds
are subtracted, and we used the energy band of 0.5-2.0 keV. We determine the
sky background component by fitting a constant model for the outer region
(5.′0− 7.′0) of the profile. The obtained value of the constant model becomes
4.37×10−7 count s−1 arcmin−2. In the following analysis, the sky background


















, r > Rf
(3.4)
where n(r) is the electron number density at the radius r, ni (i = 1, 2) is the
density, and Rf is the radius of the location of the discontinuity in arcmin.
αi (i = 1, 2) is powerlaw index, C is the density contrast (n1/n2) , and 1 and
2 denote the inside and outside regions, respectively. The profile and best-fit
model (χ2/d.o.f = 4.77/17) are shown in figure 3.7. The fitting results are
summarized in table 3.4. We obtain a density contrast of C = 2.44+2.50−1.22 at the
edge (Rf = 2.
′14+0.16−0.15).












−0.58 × 10−5 4.37× 10−7 (fixed) 4.77/17
1)The radius of the location of the discontinuity in arcmin.
2)Normalization of the surface brightness units are count s−1 arcmin−2.
3)The sky background component units are count s−1 arcmin−2.
Secondly, we estimate the temperature structures around the surface bright-
ness edge with Suzaku data. In this analysis, the used regions are displayed
in green in figure 3.8. The radius of the annulus region is 2′, 4′, 6′, 9′, and
15′, respectively. We fit the spectrum of each region by the model used in
subsection 3.2.2. The resultant best-fit parameters are listed in table 3.5, and
the temperature profile is shown in figure 3.9. We obtained the temperature
ratio T1/T2 = 0.72
+0.24
−0.15 at the surface brightness edge, using the results of
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Table 3.5: Spectral fitting results of regions across the surface brightness
edge.
Region kT (keV)1) normalization1) χ2/d.o.f ∆CXB
2)
0− 2′ 1.34+0.19+0.01+0.00−0.06−0.01−0.00 4.39+0.96+0.11+0.00−0.95−0.10−0.00 × 10−2 113.15/100 39 %
2′ − 4′ 1.85+0.40+0.23+0.03−0.37−0.55−0.03 1.66+0.26+0.21+0.01−0.26−0.40−0.01 × 10−2 17.24/12 53 %
4′ − 6′ 1.71+0.61+0.27+0.00−0.39−0.28−0.00 2.72+0.86+1.07+0.09−0.92−1.15−0.09 × 10−3 18.47/11 34 %
6′ − 9′ 1.72+1.88+1.51+0.21−0.52−0.36−0.06 1.59+0.70+0.90+0.10−0.68−0.70−0.07 × 10−3 13.18/21 24 %
9′ − 15′ 0.41+1.06+0.02+0.01−0.34−0.23−0.01 8.75+4.48+2.89+0.60−7.56−3.10−0.57 × 10−4 18.25/24 15 %
1) The first, second, and third errors are statistical, CXB systematic, and NXB systematic, respectively.
2) CXB fluctuations at the 90 % confidence level estimated.
the 0′ − 2′ and 2′ − 4′ regions. This indicates that the temperature increases
outward across the edge.
3.2.4 Search for the non-thermal inverse Compton X-rays
We estimate the non-thermal X-ray components in a similar way as in section
2.2.5. To search the inverse Compton component, we selected the yellow
region in figure 3.8, whose shape and size are similar to those for the radio
flux measurement in van Weeren et al. (2011) [105]. First, we determine the
thermal ICM temperature in this region by fitting the same spectral model
as in subsection 3.2.2. We obtain the ICM temperature of kT = 1.22 keV. In
the following fit, we fix the temperature of the ICM component to this value
because the inverse Compton component is most likely to be much weaker
than the thermal ICM one. Second, we fit the extracted spectra from the
radio relic region by the following model:
constant ∗ [apecLHB + phabs ∗ (apecMWH + powerlawCXB + apecICM (3.5)
+powerlawIC)],
where powerlawIC represents the inverse Compton component. We fixed all
parameters of the background components to the values derived from the
background field in subsection 3.2.1. We consider two case for the powerlawIC
photon index (Γ): 2.0 or 3.8. Note that there is no observational information
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about the radio spectra of this relic. Assuming a simple DSA theory with the
obtained Mach number (MX) from our results, the photon index becomes Γ =
α+1 = 3.8 (see subsection 3.3.2). However, this implies spectra much steeper
than typical radio relics. On the other hand, a simple DSA dose not seem
to hold for some relics. For example, in the Toothbrush cluster, the obtained
MX ∼ 1.5 from Suzaku data as written in subsection 2.3.2 is significantly
lower than the value estimated from the radio data [106]. If a similar situation
occurs, Γ can be significantly smaller than 3.8. Therefore, we assume Γ = 2.0
as an extreme case. Systematic errors of CXB and NXB were taken into
account in the same way as in the former analysis. The fitting results are
summarized in table 3.6. Although we did not detect the inverse Compton
component, we obtain an upper limit of the inverse Compton component. As a
result, we obtain the upper limits on the flux of FIC < 1.9×10−14 erg s−1 cm−2
and < 8.2×10−11 erg s−1 cm−2 for Γ = 2.0 and Γ = 3.8, respectively, in 0.3-10
keV considering both the statistical and systematic errors for 4.50×10−3 deg2
area.
Table 3.6: Spectral fitting results of the spectrum model with inverse
Compton components.
components kT (keV) or Γ normalization3)
apecICM 1.22 (fixed)




−0.81−1.95−1.95 × 10−16 (< 2.60× 10−4)4)
χ2/d.o.f 28.23/19
apecICM 1.22 (fixed)




−1.11−0.44−0.21 × 10−20 (< 8.22× 10−1)4)
χ2/d.o.f 28.23/19
1)The value obtained from spectral fitting of the relic region in figure 3.8.
2) Assumed values for the photon index.
3) Normalizations in the apec code and powerlaw component are written in the same way as in table 3.2.
The errors are represented as in table 3.3.
4) Upper limits of normalization.
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3.3 Discussion
3.3.1 Temperature in the cluster central region
The LX − kT and σv − kT relations are useful to investigate the physical
status of galaxy clusters [114, 115, 62, 41]. We compare the temperature of
our results in the central region with the expected one from the LX − kT and













−(1.5± 0.5) log(1 + z), (3.6)
where LX is X-ray luminosity in the 0.1-2.4 keV band, z is redshift and E(z) =
[Ω0(1+ z)
3 +Λ0]
1/2. The expected temperature of this cluster is kT = 3.04±
1.08 keV (1σ confidence level) with LX[0.1−2.4keV] = 0.96 × 1044 erg s−1 [78].
We also checked the expected temperature from another LX − kT relation.











+ (2.05+1.07−1.06) log(1 + z)
+(−1.13+0.22−0.22). (3.7)
The expected temperature is kT = 2.98 ± 1.24 keV and consistent with the











−(0.37± 0.33) logE(z), (3.8)
where σv is the velocity dispersion. The expected temperature is kT = 2.98±
1.10 keV (1σ confidence level) with σv = 665
+51
−45 km s
−1 [1]. Again, we also
checked the expected temperature from another σv − kT relation. Wu et al.











The expected temperature is kT = 3.28 ± 0.28 keV and consistent with the
above-mentioned one. The expected temperatures from both relations are
higher than our result at the center considering both statistical and systematic
errors (1.38+0.11−0.07 keV; 1σ confidence level).
Cool core components should be removed in the analysis with the LX−kT
and σv − kT relations. If this point is not appropriately treated, we will
have a lower temperature than expected. In fact, we see a weak temperature
decrease towards the center. However, the cool core cluster usually have a
centrally peaked distribution of metal abundance. We checked the abundance
in the central region with the spectral fitting where the abundance is a free
parameter. As a result, the obtained value (Z = 0.13+0.14−0.05Z⊙) is not so high
and we did not find such a feature in this cluster. Thus, our result is not
likely due to a cool core in this cluster. As another possibility, it is likely
that this cluster is not in dynamical equilibrium. Numerical simulations of
cluster mergers show that the ICM temperature decreases due to an adiabatic
expansion after the collision [46, 97]
The σv − kT relation is derived from most galaxy clusters which are re-
garded as in dynamical equilibrium. If the cluster is in an adiabatic expansion
phase after the collision, the velocity dispersion cloud be high, and the ICM
temperature decreases. As a result, the expected temperature from the σv−kT
relation could be higher than the obtained temperature from observation. In
fact, the measured temperature is lower than the expected one. Thus, the
above results also suggest that this cluster might be in an adiabatic expansion
phase after the collision.
3.3.2 Candidate shock
First, we compare the temperature profile of the galaxy cluster RXC J1053.7+5453
with that of typical relaxed clusters in a similar way as in subsection 2.3.1. As
for this cluster, we compare our results with the temperature profile of Okabe
et al. (2014). We adopt the mean temperature < kT >= 1.38 keV, which is
the result of the central region. With equation (2.6), the derived virial radius
of this cluster is r200 = 1.00 Mpc. Using equation (2.10) with the obtained
r200 and equation (2.8), we obtain M200 = 1.14×1014M⊙ and kT∗ = 1.41 keV.
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Figure 3.10 shows a comparison of our results with the temperature profile
of Okabe et al. (2014) (equation (2.7) in subsection 2.3.1). Considering the
errors, the obtained temperatures are consistent with the universal profile.
We did not find a temperature jump around the relic (0.5 − 0.8r200 in figure
3.10).
Although we did not find a significant temperature jump at the relic outer
edge, figure 3.6 shows that the temperature decreases outward across the
relic. This suggests the existence of shock. We derive the Mach number (MX)
from the temperature ratio of the shock candidate region using the Rankine-
Hugoniot relation (equation (2.11)). We did not find a significant temperature
jump at the relic outer edge where the shock is expected. From figure 3.6,
if shock exists, it could be located 6′ − 9′ from the X-ray peak. Considering
Suzaku’s spatial resolution, the temperatures of the post-shock region could
be underestimated. Therefore, we used the temperatures of regions 4′ − 6′
and 9′ − 15′ in the figure 3.2 for pre- and post-shock, respectively. As a
result, we obtain MX = 1.44
+0.48+0.14+0.03
−0.91−1.34−0.04, where the first, second and third
errors are statistical, CXB systematic and NXB systematic at 90% confidence
level, respectively. Some theoretical studies suggests that there are difficulties
in particle acceleration at low Mach number shocks. For example, Vink and
Yamazaki (2014) reported that shocks with Mack number less than
√
5 cannot
accelerate particles [109]. Our results seem to contradict this because the
existence of radio relics is evidence of the accelerated particles.
Assuming a shock with the above-mentioned Mach number exists at the
radio relic, we can calculate the expected radio spectral index. We derive
the shock compression (C) from the Mach number (MX ∼ 1.4) of the shock





M2 − 3 , (3.10)
where ρ1 and ρ2 are the density of pre- and post-shock region, respectively, and
we assume that the specific heat ratio γ = 5/3. If the electrons are accelerated
by DSA, the energy spectrum of the electrons becomes a power-law with index
p;(n(E)dE ∝ E−pdE), which is related to shock compression and given by
p = (C + 2)/(C − 1). Using equation (3.10), the obtained shock compression
is C = 1.6. From this value, the power-law index becomes p = 5.7. This
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mean that the spectral index of synchrotron radio at the injection region is
αinj = (p − 1)/2 = 2.3. The integrated radio spectrum is steeper by 0.5
compared to αinj [73, 59]. As a result, α = αinj + 0.5 = 2.8. Thus, we used
the photon index of Γ = α+ 1 = 3.8 in subsection 3.2.4.
If future radio observations provide us with the spectra, we might be able
to get crucial information about the particle acceleration process around the
radio relic in this cluster. Unfortunately, because no radio spectral information
has been obtained so far, we cannot compare the Mach number of the shock
from radio observations with our result. Radio observations at other frequency
bands are necessary for this cluster.
In figure 3.9, the temperature profile south of the relic suggests a decrease
of the temperature around 9′ from the X-ray peak. The obtained Mach number
is MX = 3.27
+3.41+1.80+0.25
−1.76−0.46−0.08 using the temperature ratio of the regions 6
′ − 9′
and 9′ − 15′. This is higher than the aforementioned value around the relic,
which suggests that the Mach number varies along the radio relic, though the
errors are large.
3.3.3 Surface brightness edge
We estimate the pressure profile across the surface brightness edge. This is
important to investigate the physical states of the edge. In figure 3.7 and
figure 3.9, we see that the density and temperature decreases and increases
outward across the edge, respectively. This suggest that this structure is not
associated with a shock. We calculate the pressure ratio (P1/P2) at the edge.
Using our results about the density ratio (n1/n2 = 2.44
+2.50
−1.22) and temperature
ratio (kT1/kT2 = 0.72
+0.24
−0.15) at the edge from Chandra and Suzaku data, the
obtained pressure ratio becomes P1/P2 = 1.76
+1.89
−0.95.
In the X-ray image, cold fronts are seen as an edge-like structure. The
density and the temperature are discontinuous but the pressure is continuous
across a cold front. Our results show that the density and the temperature
show a sharp decrease and an increase outward across the edge, respectively.
In addition, the pressure could be continuous across the edge. These suggest
that the edge could be a cold front. If the existence of a cold front is true,
this could be evidence that the galaxy cluster RXC J1053.7+5453 experienced
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merger with another cluster (or group). It seems that this cluster is in an east-
west merger event, considering the overall morphology of X-ray emission of
the Chandra image, the location of a possible cold front, and the orientation
and location of the radio relic. Alternatively, the thermal pressure ratio at the
edge could really be more than unity. It cannot be ruled out that the thermal
pressure is discontinuous at the edge. In this case, if the pressure across the
edge is in equilibrium, other forms of pressure sources such as cosmic-rays are
necessary.
3.3.4 Magnetic field strength in the radio relic
We constrain the magnetic field strength in the radio relic. Blumenthal and
Gould (1970) [19] derived the following equations for the synchrotron and in-
verse Compton emissions from an electron population with a power-law energy























where N0 is the normalization, p is the power-law index of the electron spec-
trum (N(γ) = N0γ
−p ;γ is the Lorentz factor of the electron), r0 is the classi-
cal electron radius, h is the Planck constant, and TCMB is CMB temperature



































(p+ 3)2(p+ 5)(p+ 1)
. (3.14)
We can estimated the magnetic field strength in the radio relic from the com-
parison of the observed flux density of the synchrotron and inverse Compton













First, in the case of Γ = 2.0, we derive the upper limit of the inverse
Compton flux density as SIC < 2.22×10−10 Jy at 10 keV (νIC = 2.4×1018 Hz)
from the spectral analysis for the non-thermal power-law component (Γ = 2.0
in subsection 3.2.4). Comparing this value and the radio flux density of the
relic as Ssynch = 15 mJy at 1382 MHz [105], the derived magnetic field strength
is B > 0.73 µG, and similar to those of other relics (B > 0.1− 1 µG).
Secondly, in the case of Γ = 3.8, we obtain B > 2.00 µG using SIC <
1.11× 10−8 Jy, which is estimated in the same was as in the case of Γ = 2.0.
This lower limit of magnetic field strength is rather high. In addition, if this is
true, the energy density of the magnetic field could be higher than the thermal
one. We will discuss this problem in the next subsection.
3.3.5 Energy densities in the radio relic region
We estimate energy density of each component in the same way as in subsec-
tion 2.3.4. For simplicity, the radio relic region is assumed to be a cylinder
whose radius and height are 284 kpc and 243 kpc, respectively. The esti-
mated electron number density becomes ne = 3.12
+0.78
−1.08× 10−5 cm−3 from the
normalization of apecICM model (table 3.6). Using equation (2.20), the en-
ergy density of the thermal ICM is Uth = 1.52
+1.10
−0.45×10−13 erg cm−3 with the
obtained ne, the temperature of this region (kT = 1.22
+0.80
−0.33 keV) and µ = 0.6.
Next, we estimate the energy densities of the magnetic field and the non-
thermal electrons for each photon index (Γ = 2.0, 3.8). In the case of Γ = 2.0,
the energy density of the magnetic field is Umag > 2.1 × 10−14 erg cm−3. As
a result, Umag/Uth > 0.14, which means that the magnetic energy could be
more than ten percent of the thermal one. The energy density of the non-
thermal electrons corresponding to the 0.3-10 keV X-ray bands is Ue < 7.8×
10−16erg cm−3. Therefore, Ue/Uth < 5.1 × 10−3, although the contribution
from lower energy electrons is not include in these calculation, which could be
dominant in the energy density of the non-thermal electron populations.
On the other hand, in the case of Γ = 3.8, we obtain Umag > 1.6 ×
10−13 erg cm−3 and Ue < 5.6× 10−12erg cm−3. As a result, Umag/Uth > 1.00
and Ue/Uth < 36.7. This means that the magnetic field energy density might
be higher than the thermal one. This seems to be quite odd, and makes us
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suspicious of the underlying assumptions. For example, DSA dose not hold
and hence Γ 6= 3.8, or the electron spectrum is significantly deviated from a
single power-law form. Another possibility is that the Mach number derived
from our results is seriously underestimated owing to projection effects and/or
limited spatial resolution. In this case, the actual electron spectrum should
be flatter.
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Figure 3.2: Suzaku image with radio contours of RXC J1053.7+5453
An XIS1 image in the 0.5-8.0 keV band (Obs.ID:809120010) with the
1382 MHz radio contours [105]. The X-ray image was corrected for
exposure and vignetting effects after subtracting NXB and smoothed
by a Gaussian kernel with σ = 0.′26. The radio contours are drawn
at [1, 2, 4, 8, ...] × 0.1 mJy beam−1. The green and yellow regions were
used for the spectral analysis, with annular radius of 2′, 4′, 6′, 9′, 15′ and
3′, 5′, 7′, 10′, respectively. The light blue circles are excluded regions of
a point source.
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Figure 3.3: Chandra image with radio contours of RXC J1053.7+5453
A Chandra image in 0.5-2.0 keV band (Obs.ID:15322). The image was
corrected for exposure. The green sector is a region used for extract-



























Figure 3.4: XIS spectra of the background field for RXC J1053.7+5453.
The XIS spectra of the background field fitted with the background
model described in the text. Each color of crosses and solid histograms




































































































































Figure 3.5: XIS spectra of regions across the relic of the galaxy cluster
RXC J1053.7+5453.
The XIS spectra of regions across the relic fitted with the model de-
scribed in the text. Each color of crosses and solid histograms same as
in figure 2.6. The Gray solid line in the 0′−2′ region spectra is an AGN
component.
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Distance from the X−ray peak [arcmin]
Figure 3.6: Temperature profile across the radio relic of the galaxy clus-
ter RXC J1053.7+5453.
The temperature profile across the radio relic. The horizontal axis rep-
resents the angular distance from the X-ray peak. Black and light gray
crosses show the results from green and yellow regions of figure 3.2.
Only statistical errors are displayed. The positions of the inner and
outer edges of the relic are displayed by dark gray dotted lines.
Figure 3.7: Surface brightness profile across the edge.
The surface brightness profile across the surface brightness edge. The
profile was binned so that a signal-to-noise ratio is more than 2 per bin.
The best fit model described in the text is displayed with the black line.
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Figure 3.8: Surface brightness edge regions
The XIS image and radio contours same as in the figure 3.2, but overlaid
with green regions utilized in the surface brightness edge analysis. The
radius of annulus region are 2′, 4′, 6′, 9′, and 15′. Yellow region was used
to search for inverse Compton component, whose size is 4.50×10−3deg2.
The light blue circles are excluded regions of a point source.
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Distance from the X−ray peak [arcmin]
Figure 3.9: Temperature profile across the surface brightness edge.
The temperature profile across the surface brightness edge. The position




















Figure 3.10: Comparison of temperature profile along the collision axis
with the scaled profile of Okabe et al. (2014) in RXJ1053.
Comparison of the scaled temperature profile along the collision axis
toward the north with a universal temperature profile obtained from
Suzaku X-ray and Subaru weak-lensing observations [67]. Crosses and
dotted black line represent our results and the universal profile, respec-
tively. The positions of the inner and outer edges of the relic are dis-
played by dark gray dotted lines. Considering the errors, the obtained





Acceleration Processes in the
Radio Relics
Particle acceleration processes in the radio relic are researched with both the
X-ray (XMM-Newton, Suzaku, and Chandra) [5, 6, 63, 9] and radio obser-
vations [105, 106, 49, 91, 107]. Table 4.1 shows the derived Mach number
of shocks by the X-ray (Suzaku) and radio observations in the literature and
this work. Figure 4.1 shows Mach numbers derived from the radio spectral in-
dex (Mradio) plotted against those from the X-ray temperature measurements
(MX,kT ), which is an updated version of figure 8 in Akamatsu and Kawahara
(2013) [6]. From table 4.1, some relics have consistent Mach numbers consid-
ering the errors. On the other hand, in other relics (CIZA2242 North, A2255,
and A3667 South), MX is lower than Mradio. The Toothbrush relic also shows
clear discrepancy even considering both the statistical and systematic errors.
If these are true, a simple DSA theory does not hold in these cluster. We
propose followings as the possibility of these discrepancies; a) The estimated
Mach number from X-ray observation is underestimated by projection effects
[90, 43]. b) The temperature in the post-shock region is underestimated be-
cause electrons are not in reaching thermal equilibrium [117, 110]. c) There
are low energy relativistic electrons and (or) reaccelerated electrons, resulting
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in a flat radio spectrum with a rather small temperature jump [57, 74, 50, 92].
d) Other mechanisms, for example, turbulence accelerations [36].
Note that the derived Mach number from X-ray observations (MX,kT )
could be underestimated because the temperature in pre-shock region is over-
estimated owing to projection effects and/or moderate resolution of Suzaku
point spread function (PSF). If the shock front is not parallel to the line of
sight, the obtained temperature in pre-shock region could be overestimated be-
cause the ICM in the pre- and post-shock regions overlap with each other. As
a result, the derivedMX,kT could be underestimated. Additionaly, considering
the Suzaku PSF, the temperature in pre-shock region could be overestimated.
In particularly, because of the contamination from the hotter and brighter
post-shock region, the temperature of the cooler and fainter pre-shock region
would be overestimated. Therefore, we will underestimate MX,kT . If MX,kT
is underestimated, for some radio relics with MX < Mradio, the MX,kT could
be consistent with the Mradio, and a simple DSA theory does hold.
As mentioned previously, the present shock Mach number alone cannot
determine the Toothbrush relic spectrum. The spectrum has a memory of
the past acceleration history in a reacceleration scenario, where the electrons
in the relic have already accelerated once somewhere. Fujita et al. (2015)
reported that the turbulent reacceleration of cosmic ray electrons which had
been weakly accelerated at a shock [36]. As a result, they reproduced the
hard spectrum of the relic observed in the Toothbrush cluster, which cannot
be explained by the simple DSA model. This results show that the turbulent
reacceleration may be the main mechanism to produce high-energy electrons
in the Toothbrush relic.
In some clusters, on the other hand, recent low frequency radio observa-
tions with LOFAR give lower Mradio than the previous values. For example,
in the galaxy cluster CIZA J2242.8+5301, van Weeren et al. (2010) [104]
reported the Mach number of 4.58± 1.32 at the north relic outer edge. How-
ever, Hoang et al. (2017) [44] reported 2.7+0.6−0.3 at lower frequency bands. This
value is consistent with the X-ray result (2.7+0.7−0.4 [8]). Similarly, in the Tooth-
brush cluster, van Weeren et al. (2016) [107] reported the Mach number of
2.8+0.5−0.3 with LOFAR. Although this value is lower than the former result of
van Weeren et al. (2012) [106], still higher than our result (1.55+0.29−0.25). If
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we observe in a lower frequency band, the estimated Mach number at the
Toothbrush relic outer edge could be consistent with the X-ray results.
Additionally, some theoretical studies suggest that there are difficulties
in particle acceleration at low Mach number shocks. For example, Vink and
Yamazaki (2014) reported that shocks with Mack number less than
√
5 cannot
accelerate particles [109]. Although the existence of radio relics is evidence of
the accelerated particles, there are radio relics whose Mach number is lower
than
√
5. In these relics, other particle acceleration process could be necessary
to explain the accelerated particles.
Table 4.1: Mach numbers of the relic outer edge
　 MX Mradio
CIZA J2242.8+5301 North 2.7+0.7−0.4 [8] 4.58± 1.32 [104]
CIZA J2242.8+5301 South 1.7+0.4−0.3 [8] 2.8± 0.2 [91]
Abell 3376 2.94± 0.60 [6] 2.23± 0.20 [49]
Abell 3667 North 2.41± 0.39 [6] 2.4± 0.4 [42]
Abell 3667 South 1.75± 0.13 [6] 2.4± 0.4 [42]
Coma 2.2± 0.5 [7] 1.9± 0.05 [102]
Abell 2255 1.42+0.19−0.15 [9] 2.77± 0.35 [75]
Abell 2256 1.7+0.1−0.1 [103] 2.5± 0.2 [103]
1RXS J0603.3+4214 (Toothbrush) MX = 1.50
+0.28
−0.24 (This work) 3.0 ∼ 4.6 [106]











Figure 4.1: MX,kT - Mradio plots of radio relics
Mach numbers derived from the radio spectral index (Mradio) plotted
against those from the X-ray temperature measurements (MX,kT ), which
is an updated version of figure 8 in Akamatsu and Kawahara (2013)
[6]. The gray dotted lines represent MX,kT = Mradio. Black crosses
show all relic except for this work in table 4.1. A red cross shows the
“Toothbrush” relic. A light blue hatched area shows the error range of
MX,kT in the RXC J1053.7+5453.
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Appendix A
Characteristics of the X-ray
Satellites
A.1 Suzaku
Suzaku is the fifth X-ray astronomy satellite in Japan, which is devoted to
observations of celestial X-ray sources. It was launched on 10 July 2005 and
the mission came to an end on 2 September 2015. Suzaku was placed in a
near-circular orbit with an apogee of 568 km and an orbital period of about
96 minutes. Because it is in a low altitude orbit, the background level is lower
than other X-ray satellites (e.g. Chandra and XMM-Newton).
Suzaku has five X-ray telescopes (XRTs), four X-ray imaging spectrome-
ters (XISs), a hard X-ray detector (HXD), and a X-ray spectrometer (XRS).
The XIS is X-ray CCD camera, and it has the energy resolution of 130 eV
with the energy range 0.2 − 12 keV. There are four X-ray sensitive imaging
CCD cameras, three of which are front-illuminated (FI; energy range of 0.4-12
keV) and one back-illuminated (BI; 0.2-12 keV), with moderate energy reso-
lution. Unfortunately, the entire imaging area of the XIS2 was lost in 2005
November and a part of the XIS0 was also damaged in 2009 June. The XRS is
a X-ray microcalorimeter. It has the energy resolution of 6 eV. However, the
XRS lost all of its cryogen before routine scientific observations could begin
on 2005 August. The HXD was developed to cover the high energy range
(10-600 keV). All of the instruments on Suzaku can operate simultaneously,
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and high sensitivity X-ray spectroscopy in the wide energy bands is possible.
Each of co-aligned XRTs features an X-ray mirror with an angular resolution
of ∼ 2′ (Half-power diameter; HPD). In this section, we shortly describe only
the XRT and XIS that we used in the spectral analysis. For more detailed
information, please see “The Suzaku Technical Description” [96].
A.1.1 X-ray Telescopes: XRT
Suzaku has five X-ray telescopes (XRTs [86]). Four XRTs on board Suzaku
are used for the XIS (XRT-I), and the remaining XRT is for the XRS (XRT-
S). The telescope dimensions and parameters of XRT-I are listed in table
A.1. The focal length is 4.75 m and the optical axes of the quadrants of each
XRT are aligned to within 2′ from the mechanical axis. The effective areas
at 1.5 keV and 8 keV are 440 cm2 and 250 cm2, respectively. The angular
resolution of the XRTs ranges 1′.8 − 2′.3, expressed in terms of half-power
diameter, within which half of the focused X-rays are enclosed. The angular
resolution dose not significantly depend on the energy of the incident X-rays
in the energy range of XIS (0.2− 12 keV).
Figure A.1: Suzaku X-ray telescope [96].
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Table A.1: Telescope dimensions and parameters of XRT-I [96].
　　　 Suzaku XRT-I
Focal length 4.75 m
Outer diameter 399 mm
Mass per telescope 19.5 kg
Reflecting surface Au
Reflectors per telescope 1400
Angular resolution (HPD) ∼ 2′.0
A.1.2 X-ray Imaging Spectrometers: XIS
Suzaku has four X-ray imaging spectrometers (XISs, [51]), which are named
XIS0, 1, 2, and 3. The XIS is composed of four units of Si-based X-ray charge
coupled device (CCD) cameras (figure A.2). In these X-ray sensors, incident
X-ray photons are transformed into a number of electron-hole pairs through
photoelectric absorptions and subsequent ionization by photoelectrons and
their secondaries. The energy of the incident photon can be measured since it
is proportional to the amount of charge produced. Each XIS unit is located
at the focal plane of one of fore independent, identical, and coaligned X-ray
telescope modules. The XIS is operated in photon counting mode, in which
each X-ray event is discriminated from the others and its position, energy,
and arrival time are reconstructed. This gives the XIS imaging spectroscopic
capabilities in the 0.2-12 keV energy band. The overview of Suzaku XIS is
shown in table A.2. The four XISs are true imagers, with a large field of view
(∼ 18′ × 18′), and moderate spectral resolution.
The XIS1 is a back side illuminated (BI) CCD, and the others (XIS0, 2,
and 3) are front side illuminated (FI) CCD. The BI CCD has high sensitivity
in low energy band than FI CCD. Each CCD camera has a single CCD chip
with an array of 1024× 1024 pixels and covers an 17′.8× 17′.8 region on the
sky. A single XIS CCD chip consists of four segments called segment A, B, C,
and D. Each segment has its own readout node. A part of the segment A of
the XIS0 was flooded with a large amount of charge. It is possibly owing to a
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Figure A.2: Suzaku X-ray imaging spectrometers [96].
micro-meteorite impact 1). Each XIS carries 55Fe calibration sources near the
two corners of the chip. The 55Fe sources emit strong Mn Kα and Kβ lines
at 5.9 keV and 6.5 keV, respectively. Two sources illuminate corners of the
segment A and D of the imaging area at the far side of the readout node.
The energy resolution is defined as the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of the Gaussian function of the main peak. The energy resolution of an XIS
CCD is as follows:








where E is the X-ray energy, W is the mean energy for electron-hole pair
creation (Si; 3.65 eV), N is the RMS system noise, F is Fano factor, and A
is a correction term. Though the physical interpretation of A is not clear,
this phenomenological model can fit the XIS data well. A energy resolution




Table A.2: Overview of Suzaku XIS[96].
　　　 Suzaku XIS
Field of view 17′.8× 17′.8
Bandpass 0.2 - 12.0 keV
Pixel grid 1024 ×1024
Pixel size 24 µm
Energy resolution ∼130 eV @6 keV
Effective area (incl XRT-I)) 340 cm2(FI), 390 cm2(BI) @1.5 keV
　 350 cm2(FI), 100 cm2(BI)@8 keV
Time resolution 8 s (Normal mode), 7.8 ms(P-Sum mode)
A.2 Chandra
The Chandra X-ray observatory was successfully launched by NASA’s Space
Shuttle Columbia on 1999 July 23. Chandra was designed to provide order of
magnitude advances over previous X-ray astronomy mission with regards to
spatial and spectral resolution. The orbit is highly elliptical and varies with
time. The apogee and perigee height was ∼ 131, 000 km and ∼ 18, 500 km,
respectively, as of 2016 December.
Chandra has the High Resolution Mirror Assembly (HRMA), the Ad-
vanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS) and the High Resolution Camera
(HRC). The HRMA consists of four pairs of nested reflecting surfaces, ar-
ranged in the usual Wolter-I geometry, with a diameter of 1.2 m. The focal
length is 10 m. The HRMA produces images with a half-power diameter of
the point spread function (PSF) of < 0′′.5. The ACIS contains 10 planar,
1024 × 1024 pixel CCDs, four of which arranged in a 2 × 2 array (ACIS-I)
are used for imaging, and six of which arranged in a 1 × 6 array (ACIS-S)
aer used either for imaging or for a grating spectrum read out. Two CCDs
are back illuminated (BI) and eight are front illuminated (FI). The response
of the BI devices extends to energies below that accessible to the FI chips.
The chip average energy resolution of the BI devices is better than that of
the FI devices. The HRC is a microchannel plate (MCP) instrument com-
prised of two detectors, one optimized for imaging (HRC-I), and one (HRC-S)
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which serves as read-out for the Low Energy Transmission Grating (LETG).
The HRC-I provides the largest field of view (∼ 30′ × 30′) of any detector
aboard Chandra, and its response extends to energies below the sensitivity of
ACIS, albeit without comparable spectral resolution. The time resolution of
the HRC detector is 16µs.
In this section, we shortly describe only the HRMA and ACIS that we
used in this work. For more detailed information, please see “The Chandra
proposers Observatory Guide” [25]
A.2.1 High Resolution Mirror Assembly: HRMA
The Chandra X-ray telescope consists of 4 pairs of concentric thin walled,
grazing incidence Wolter-I mirrors called the High Resolution Mirror Assembly
(HRMA) [2]. The front mirror of each pair is a paraboloid and the back a
hyperboloid. The eight mirrors were fabricated from Zerodur glass, polished,
and coated with iridium on a binding layer of chromium. Figure A.3 shows the
four nested HRMA mirror pairs and associated structures. The outer mirror
pair is number 1 and progressing inwards 3, 4, and 6. The pair diameters
range from 0.65 to 1.23 meters. An annular on-axis beam enters each mirror
pair is reflected from paraboloids and hyperboloids and exits to converge to a
focus. Table A.3 shows more information of the HRMA.
The point spread function (PSF) of HRMA has been simulated with nu-
merical raytrace calculations based upon the mirror model previously dis-
cussed. A most useful parameter is the encircled energy fraction as a function
of radius from the image center. The PSF and the encircled energy fraction
for a given radius depend upon the off axis angle and energy. The optical
axis of HRMA is defined for practical purposes, and calibrated in flight, as
the direction of the sharpest PSF. The PSF broadens, and the encircled en-
ergy fraction decreases as (a) the off axis angle increases because of mirror
aberrations, and (b) the X-ray energy increases because of increased X-ray
scattering.
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Table A.3: Chandra HRMA characteristics [25].
　　　 Chandra HRMA
Focal length 10.070± 0.003 m
Mirror outer diameter 1.23 m
Mass per telescope 1484 kg
Total length 276 cm
Angular resolution (PSF) < 0′′.5
Effective area 800cm2 @ 0.25 keV
400cm2 @ 5.0 keV
100cm2 @ 8.0 keV
A.2.2 Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer: ACIS
The Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS) offers the capability to
simultaneously acquire high resolution images and moderate resolution spec-
tra. The instrument can also be used in conjunction with High Energy Trans-
mission Grating (HETG) or Low Energy Transmission Grating (LETG) to
obtain higher resolution spectra. The ACIS contains 10 planar, 1024 × 1024
pixel CCDs (figure A.4), four of which arranged in a 2× 2 array (ACIS-I) are
used for imaging, and six of which arranged in a 1 × 6 array (ACIS-S) are
used either for imaging or for a grating spectrum read out. Two CCDs are
back illuminated (BI) and eight are front illuminated (FI). The response of
the BI devices extends to energies below that accessible to the FI chips. The
chip average energy resolution of the BI devices is better than that of the FI
devices.
A CCD is a sold state electronic device composed primarily of silicon. A
“gate” structure on one surface defines the pixel boundaries by alternating
voltages on three electrodes spanning a pixel. The silicon in the depletion
region (the region below the gates wherein most of the absorption takes place)
has an applied electric field so that charge move quickly to the gate surface.
The gate allows confined charge to be passed down a “bucket brigade” of
pixels in parallel to a serial read out at one edge by appropriately varying
the voltages in the gates. The front illuminated CCDs of ACIS have the gate
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Figure A.3: The four nested HRMA mirror pairs and associated struc-
tures [25].
structure facing the incident X-ray beam. Two of the CCD chips on the ACIS-
S array (S1 and S3 in figure A.4) are back illuminated (BI) chips. These have
had the back sides of the chip treated, removing insensitive, underplayed bulk
silicon material and leaving the photo-sensitive depletion region exposed.
Photoelectric absorptions of an X-ray photon in silicon results in the lib-
eration of a proportional number of electrons. An average of one electron-hole
pair for each 3.7 eV of energy absorbed. Immediately after the photoelectric
interaction, the charge is confined by electric fields to a small volume near
the interaction site. Charge in a FI device can also be liberated below the
depletion region, in an inactive substrate, where it diffuses into the depletion
region. This charge may easily appear in two or more pixels. Good spectral
resolution depends upon an accurate determination of the total charge de-
posited by a single photon. This in turn depends upon the fraction of charge
collect, the fraction of charge lost in transfer from pixel during read out, and
the ability of the read out amplifiers to measure the charge. Spectral reso-
lution also depends on read noise and off-chip analog processing electronics.
The ACIS CCDs have read out noise less than 2 electrons RMS. Total system
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noise for the 40 ACIS signal chains ranges from 2 to 3 electrons (RMS) and is
dominated by the off-chip analog processing electronics. Table A.4 show the
ACIS characteristics.
Figure A.4: A schematic drawing of the ACIS focal plane. [25].
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Table A.4: Chandra ACIS characteristics [25].
　　　 Chandra ACIS
Array size 16′.9× 16′.9 (ACIS-I)
8′.3× 50′.6 (ACIS-S)
CCD format 1024 ×1024
Pixel size 23.985 µm
On-axis effective area 1) 600 cm2(FI) @1.5 keV
40 cm2(FI)@8 keV
Point source sensitivity 4× 10−15 erg/cm−2/s (0.4-6.0 keV)
1)Effective area is integrated over the PSF to > 99% encircled energy.
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Appendix B
Bugs in the apec model of
XSPEC
The apec model in XSPEC version 12.8.2 had the incorrect normalization and
abundance dependence on redshift (z), which gave too small value by a factor
∼ (1 + z) 1). This bug was reported on June 15 2016. When the paper of
the galaxy cluster 1RXS J0603.3+4214 [47] was published, this bug had not
been found. Therefore, the normalization and abundance of our results in
this cluster could be incorrect. We preform spectral analysis again for some
regions in this cluster with XSPEC 12.9.0, which is corrected bugs following
the processes descriptions in the XSPEC known issues topics 2).
B.1 Results of the Galaxy Cluster 1RXS J0603.3+4214
After Removing Bugs
B.1.1 Candidate shock
We fit again the spectrum of pre- (R2) and post-shock (R3) regions by the
model used in subsection 2.2.2. The resultant best-fit parameters are listed
in table B.1. The first, second, and third errors are statistical, CXB sys-




Table B.1: Fitting results of pre- (R2) and post-shock (R3) regions.
Region kT (keV)1) abundance1)3) χ2/d.o.f ∆CXB (%)
2)
R2 5.09+1.58+0.90+0.61−1.00−0.85−0.90 0.3 (fixed) 71.57/66 66%
R3 7.43+0.90+0.28+0.19−0.84−0.30−0.27 0.3 (fixed) 195.95/161 48%
1) The first, second, and third errors are statistical, CXB systematic,
and NXB systematic, respectively.
2) CXB fluctuations at the 90 % confidence level estimated with equa-
tion (2.3).
3) The abundance table of Asplund et al. (2009) [11] is used.
ber from the temperature ratio of pre- (R2) and post-shock (R3) regions us-
ing Rankine-Hugoniot relation (equation (2.11)). As a result, we obtained
MX = 1.46
+1.06+0.60+0.40
−0.68−0.56−0.41. This Mach number is consistent with the result in
subsection 2.3.2 (MX ∼ 1.5), taking account of the statistical errors.
B.1.2 Energy densities
The obtained electron number density in subsection 2.3.4 could be overesti-
mated. We fit again the spectrum of post-shock (R3) region by the model used
in subsection 2.2.5. As a result, we obtained FIC < 1.1× 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2
in 0.3-10 keV bands, B > 2.3 µG, and ne = 3.39 × 10−4 cm−3. From these
results, each energy density becomes Uth = 1.0 × 10−11 erg cm−3, Umag >
2.1 × 10−13 erg cm−3, and Ue < 1.7 × 10−14 erg cm−3. These are consistent
with results in subsection 2.3.4. In conclusion, our results in subsection 2.3.4
were hardly affected by the bugs in XSPEC version 12.8.2.
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